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For Prexy

lewis To
Go To NO
Meetings

VOTING IS URGED

TULANE TO BE HOST

1

LEWIS TO ATTEND
Giles F. Lewis, arts and
science senior of Orlando, Florida, and president of Blue Key
has been appointed by Dr. R.
F. Poole, President of Clemson,
as delegate to represent Clemson at the World Forum to be
held in New Orleans April 141".
The U.emc of this forum is
"The Future of Freedom," and
is sponsoded jointly by the City
of New Orleans and Time Magazine. Meetings will be held
each afternoon and evening,
and will be held on the campus
of Tulane University, host of
the forum.
Last year such outstanding
statesmen as James F. Byrnes,
Secretary of State, Wellington
Koo of China, Brigadier General
Carolos P. Romulo of the Philippines, Senator Arthur Vandenburg, Sumner Wells and
others took part in the World
Forum which was held in Cleveland, Ohio.
Survey questions concern the
difference existing among nations
outside the Russian sphere. Interviewers sought answers from
people of all educational and economic levels in the 11 countries.
Attitudes toward the Marshall
Plan and individual reasons for
favoring or opposing it were polled, with a nqtation of the formal
schooling of each person interviewed. Respondents were asked
to estimate the chances of the
United Nations to maintain peace,
and were called upon to evaluate
concepts of a "United States of
Europe" and a "United States of
The World."
People in the 10 countries under
survey were asked which side
they believed was gaining ground
in the present conflict between
Russia and America, and to predict which side they would be on
20 years' from now. Survey results will also chart individual
estimates of the' existence and
relative importance of political,
economic and civil rights in the
various nations.
The survey seeks to define
specific areas of disagreement
among the western nations. "The
arbitrators of international disagreements must deal with millions of individual attitudes—
some based on misconceptions and
other on genuine differences of
opinion," Mr. Linen said. "Results of the poll, which was offered to grade school graduates
and PHD's alike, will help to distinguish between misunderstandings and factually-based attitudes,
thereby clarifying those areas of
disagreement which might be
eliminated through greater educational opportunity.
"World-known speakers from
Europe and the Americans will
meet in New Orleans in April,"
Mr. Linen added, and will discuss the survey findings in an effort to reduce misunderstandings
which bar full cooperation and
progress."

cutting x ear

Elections To Be Held Next
Tuesday Between 8 And
6 At Juice Shop

Blue Key President Appointed By Dr. Poole As School
Representative

The influence of education on
political attitudes and'predictions
is primary among the factors to
be measured in an unprecedented
international 'survey of public
opinion, sponsored by Time, the
weekly newsmagazine.
The polling, which has just
been completed, was conducted
by Elmo Roper in the U. S. and
by eight other research organizations in Britain, France, Italy,
Sweden, Switzerland, Germany,
Brazil, Mexico and Canada. Tabulation of answers is now underway and results will be published in the April 12 issue of Time,
James A. Linden, publisher of the
magazine said.
Results of the survey will provide the basis for speeches by
world leaders at an international
forum, "The Future of Freedom,"
to be co-sponsored by municipal,
civic and commercial groups in
New Orleans and by Time Magazine, April 14 through 17.
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These new "Berries" selected by Strawberry Leaf, honorary forensic fraternity, are (left to right):
Douglas Barfield, vocational agricultural education junior of Kershay; Bill Darby, arts and sciences
of Fort Motte; James Jacques, industrial physics senior of Ware Shoals; Bob Wiggins, arts and sciences senior of Mullins; Earle Morris, arts and sciences junior of Pickens; Cecil Walters, pre-med
junior of Blancy: Robert Berry, chemistry sophomore of Atlanta, Georgia; Leo Kirven, Jr., premed junior of Pinewood; Cecil Hodge, pre-med junior of Alcolu; Jimmy Addison, electrical engineering junior of Cottageville; and Jack Hardin, tjxtile manufacturing sophomore of Whitmire.
Sam McGregor, dairy junior of Lykesland and Har.-y Ulmer, chemistry sophomore of Hartsville, were
not present when this picture was taken.

Reef Cross Drive Begins;
To Solicit All Of Campus
Beginning this week, the Red Cross will start ils annual
drive throughout the nation to raise funds with which to
carry out work that they arc so well known for. The drive
here ai Clemson began this past Monday, and will carry
through the month of March. Mrs. .1. M. Cook is head of the
1917 drive and Dr. \V. T. Ferrier is chairman of the Clemson chapter.
Last year 120 Clemson students
contributed $141.35.
This was,
more than generous for the number of men. However, this is a
small percentage compared to the
number of students in school.
This year, the local chapter would
Students are reminded that
like, to see every Clemson student
donate at least fifty cents to the drop cards are due in the Registrar's Office by 5:00 p. m.,
drive.
March
8. No permanent record
The state and national Red
will be made of subjects dropCross organizations are asking ped through March 8 provided
$800.00 of the Clemson communi- the cards have been returned to
ty. All above this amount is re- the Registrar's Office. Drop
tained by the local chapter for cards received after March 8
will be recorded as "withdrew
loans and grants to students and
passing" or "withdrew failing
other members of the community. depending upon the grade the
During 1946-47 the Red Cross student was making on the
gave $1,300,000 in aid to families course at the time the subject'*
in Texas City, Texas alone, $6,- was dropped. For the purpose
442,000 in financial aid to war of determining the grade, point
veterans and their families, $5,- ratio, any work dropped after
502,382 in loans and grants to arch 8 will be counted as work
service men and their families, taken.
and $3,449,348 in aid to civilians
abroad through Red Cross societies.
Other services included 1,468,215 packages of war service blood
plasma distributed for civilian
medical use, 580,000 gift boxes
shipped overseas, and 2,480,600
garments made by volunteer
workers and 3,145,000 meals servSeveral faculty members of the
ed by Red Cross canteens. One Engineering, Mathematics, and
project now active is the collec- Physics Departments are holding
tion of 3,700.000 pints of blood so a seminar every Tues. and Thursthat whole blood and its deriva- day at noon in Room 30, Main
tions may be made available with- Building. These meetings give the
out cost to the nation's entire various representatives of those
population.
departments a chance to exchange
In the local chapter, Mr. C. C. ideas and to study practical apBennett, volunteer social worker, plications of mathematics.^
has answered every call made
A textbook, Advanced Matheupon him and there are some- matics for Engineers, by Reddick
times several calls in a single day. Miller, is being followed in the
Prefessor M. E. Bradley has re- discussions. No credit is given,
signed as volunteer chairman of but any student or other interestthe Clemson chapter after serv- ed person who has had Differening nearly thirty years in that tial Equations may sit in. Everycapacity. The chapter was first one who attends, says Dr. D. C.
organized just prior to the fiirst Sheldon, head of the Math DeWorld War. Dr. W. T. Ferrier is partment, is urged to take an
now chairman of the Clemson active part in the proceedings.
chapter.
Mr. Frank Anderson
Average attendance at these
has also served voluntarily as seminars has been from 20 to 25
treasure of the local chapter since during its first month of operaits organiztaion.
tion, it is reported.
Mrs. J. M. Cook has consented V
¥
to head the 1948 fund raising
campaign and practically every Easter Holidays Will
one of the fifty or more segment
Begin 25th, End 29th
workers who helped in the 1947
Mr. G. E. Metz, Clemson Regcampaign are again serving or
istrar, has announced that Easthave found worthy substitutes.
The financial affairs of the local er Holidays will begin at one
chapter are in excellent condi- o'clock p. m. on Thursday,
tion and it is hoped that the en- March 25, and will end at ten
tire student body and community o'clock p. m. on Monday, March
will continue the generous sup- 29.
This is the same plan as the
port which they have given
through the Clemson chapter to one followed last year.
all Red Cross projects.
•
A

?948 'Y' Handbook
h Taking Shape
Work has begun and material is being assimilated for
the 1948 YMCA Handbook, it
was announced by Bob Wiggins*, editor. According to
present plans, the handbook
will go to press before the end
of the semester, and will be
ready for next September's new
freshmen and upperclassmen as
well.

Presided over by Bob Thomas,
architecture junior of Clemson,
the Clemson College Veterans Organization met in the College
Chapel at noon last Tuesday to
nominate candidates for office in
the organization.
Leo Kirven, pre-medicine junior
of Pinewood, is the only nominee
for the presidency. Kirven has
held the post of secretarytreasurer.
Candidates for the vice-presidency are Bill Moore, arts and
sciences junior of Sandy Springs;
Fred C.oker, textile manufacturing junior of Columbia; Bill
Woods, arts and sciences junior
of Greenwood; and Ted Melchers,
electrical engineering sophomore
of Mount Pleasant.
The sole candidate for the office of secretary-treasurer is Bob
Thomas.
Nominees for historian include
Phil Gilroy; Joe Gault, arts artd
| sciences junior of Blacksburg;
; Joe Garrett, electrical engineer| ing sophomore of Orangeburg;
| and Lamarr Judy, agricultural
economics senior of Orangeburg.
Elections will be held next
Tuesday from eight o'clock until
six-thirty at the Juice Shop.
Representatives will, be chosen
on each floor of each barracks by
popular ballot. Ballot boxes will
be placed on each hall on Tuesday.
Also, six representatives of the
married veterans will be chosen.

Drop Cards Must Be
In By March
Will Go To UF Meet

Seminars On Math
Are Being Held By
Faculty Members

It has been learned that Miss
Cornelia Graham, Clemson Librarian, has definitely made plans
to attend a convention at'the University of Florida on regional
planning of higher education
which will be held in conjunction with the inauguration of Dr.
J. Hillis Miller as President 'of
the University.
She will be one of a group
which plans for the regional
planning of libraries in several
southern states. Delegates from
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
and Alabama will also attend. Invitations have been sent to numerous librarians throughout the
state, but thus far only two delegates from South Carolina, Miss
Graham of Clemson and Dr.
Spain of Winthrop, have made
definite plans to attend.
Dr. Poole has been at the convention for the past few days
and plans to return to Clemson in
the near future.

Dan 1 May Named To
important Taps Post
According to a recent announcement by John O. Lewis, editor .
of Taps, Dan S. May, electrical |
engineering junior of Calhoun
Falls, assumed the duties of Literary Editor for Taps, Clemson's
year book, some time ago. May
was already serving as feature
editor of the publication,
In a progress report, Taps officials said that only 65 pages
remain to be sent to the engraver;
150 are yet to go to the printer.
All copy and pictures are expected to be send off within the next
and a half.
Anyone whose picture is in
Taps must pay by March 10 to
be assured of a book. Those who
don't pay will lose their reservation and will be placed on the
waiting list when they pay. On
March 12, book orders will be
taken from other students whose
pictures are not in the book.
There is only a limited supply
of annuals, so first come, first
served.

Miss Munsel was accompanied in her concert by Mr. Stuart Ross, pianist, and Miss Betty Wood, flutist. Miss Wood has accompanied Miss Munsel for three years. At the concert, Mr. Ross played
two encores in addition to his solos listed on the program.

T ICE Miss Munsel Pleasing
To Crowd Last Tuesday

AH animal husbandry majors
who are interested in joining
A ::i.T.:;' Husbandry Chib
are asked to come to the Dairy
Building on Thursday at 7:00
p. m.

By HASSELL SIMPSON
Idling slightly conceited aboul
i« gelling
ail interview with Lauritz Melehior last week, your reporter
hopefully hung around the field house Tuesday night, watiing for Miss Patrice Munsel to put in an appearance.
■
•
| However, Miss Munsel evidently didn't wanna talk to reporters,
quacks, or autograph hounds, for
rr she sneaked. in when our back
was turned, and we couldn't even
get a glimpse of her until inDr. Lee Milford reported this
termission time. Then Bob Bradmorning that he was "highly
ley, McNeil Howard and I beat
Frank Dreher, who finished
pleased" with the condition of Ru- the autograph hunters by a neck
Clemson in February hay been
dolph Andersorl, textile engineer- and two shakes of a program to
reported as a victim of an airing senior from Greenville, who the makeshift dressing room beplane crash on February 28. The
hind the stage.
crash occurred near Cowan, Ten- fell from the third floor of the . Miss Munsel received us grasecond barracks about seven thirty
nessee.
last night. Dr. Milford said that ciously, and, between sips of
Dreher was a graduate in Pre- Anderson rested "very comfort- boullion and water, talked to
med and his home town is West ably" last night, and that he was everyone at once.
Being very inexperienced at
Columbia.
ready to take food. The college
Captain R. M.' Howard of the physician said that young An- this sort of thing, we decided to
Air Forces rescue service identi- derson was suffering from lace- let her do the talking.
fied the other victim of the crash ration of the right forehead, corn"Miss Munsel, what do reportas Hubert Wells of Murphy, N. C. plete dislocation of the right ers usually ask you?"
The two men had been reported wrist, and a fractured pelvis
"Oh," with an expansive wave
missing since Sunday on a flight bone. As far as can be determin- of a well-manicured hand, "They
from Hot Springs, Arkansas, to ed, no internal injuries are pre- always ask where I'm from, what
Murphy. The men were flying valent.
opera I like best, when I first discovered I had a voice, all that sort
an AT-6.
It is understood that the stuRescuers labored for several
of thing, you know."
dent
was
chasing
a
pigeon
down
hours over the mountain terrain
"Well, I'd like something difto reach the plane wreckage the hall of the third floor of the ferent," we said, meaning along
second
barracks,
and
was
unable
which had been spotted earlier
the line of interviews, but we got
to stop at the bird flew out the something entirely different, from
by a search plane.
window. Several witnesses said interviews or anything else. ,
that he hit the eaves that proSome Clemson cadets poked
trude over the door of second bar- their heads up through the four
racks, breaking his fall, and sav- inches between the floor of the
ing him from more serious indressing room and the brick wall
juries. He was conscious when of the field house, holding proarriving at the college hospital, grams above their heads, and
and was able to identify himself. screaming for autographs. Miss
Dr. Milford said that it was a Munsel, looking somewhat startmiracle that Anderson escaped
led, but pleased, sat down on the
with the injuries he obtained. The floor in a swirl of silk and, or
gangplank that he finally came
satin, ,and worked like mad. Auto rest on is constructed of iron
tographed programs disappeared
and concrete. The college phy- by the dozen down the hole in
sician further stated that Anderthe floor.
son had a good chance to recover
As soon as the scrawl-hounds
provided nothing unforseen turnwere satisfied, her mother mased up.
saged Miss Munsel's neck, warning her to stop talking. The warning did no good, however, for as
soon as her mother's back was
turned, she began talking again.
Bob Bradley then gave her
some TIGERS and asked her to
Forty visiting girls from Lan- autograph a picture for the
der College will be the week-end TIGER office, and McNeil Howguests of the Wesley Foundation. ard got some good pictures.
Arriving Saturday afternoon they
While Stuart Ross, the pianist,
will begin thb week-end activi- played his solos, Miss Munsel,
ties, by having supper with Foun- still sitting on the floor, sprayed
dation members at the "Y" cafe- her throat and talked to us.
teria; a party will follow in the
"Something they HAVEN'T
recreation hall of the Methodist printed about me is that when I
Church.
am very nervous, I seem to be
After a Sunday morning break- bored—I yawn and yawn," she
fast served in the recreation hall,
lanta where Colonel Pressley is the girls will participate in the said, and yawned—very prettily,
of course. She told us of her
serving as director of the Sixth morning worship and church(Continued on Page 3)
school program at the church.
Marine Corps Reserve District.

ill
Rudolph Anderson Is
In Tennessee (rash; In "Good Condition
Was February Grad

Pressley Given Marine Medal
Marine Colonel O. K. Pressley
of- Lowery, S. C. recently receiver
a gold star in lieu of a second
Bronze Star medal. The award
was made in Atlanta on February
24. Colonel Donald Spicer is
shown in the picture to the right
making the award and reading
the citation. The award was made
for Colonel Pressle.y's outstanding services on Tulagi, Solomon
Islands on August 7-9 in 1942.
Colonel Pressley, a veteran of
18 years Marine Corps service,
was graduated from Clemson in
1929. While attending Clemson,
he made All-Southern center and
honorable mention All-American
while captaining the 1928 Clemson football squad. Pressley played under Coach John Cody, and
with such players as Bob Jones,
now a coach at Clemson, and
"Foggy" Woodruff at ends and
"Goat" .McMillan in the backThe colonel's wife, Virginia and
field. Prior to his entrance at
Clemson, he played football at their two children, Virginia Guy,
nine, and Kirk, six, reside in AtChester High.

Lander College Girls
To Visit Methodists
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Missionary Be' Here March 12-14
B

i

Miss Marjorie Moore
To Speak Al Vespers
And Baptist Meeting
Miss Marjorie Moore of Richmond, yirginia, will lead a World
Mission Conference at the Clemson Baptist Church, March 12-14.
Sponsored by the Baptist Student
Union, the Missions Conference
is an annual effort to increase the
(■standing and support of the
v.'orld task of the Christian
church.
The first session of the conference will begin at 7:00 P. M
.on Friday. March 12. Miss Moore
will present not only the missionary endeavor of Southern
Baptists, . but the status , of the
whole mission's responsibility of
Christians. The conference will
continue on Saturday night, beginning at seven.
The basis text "Now Is The
Day'.' a symposium on Baptist
missions, . will .be supplemented
by three new mission books: "Tomonow Is Here" by K. S. Latourctte and Richie Hogg. "World
Christianity Yesterday, ,Today,
and Tomorrow" by Henry P. Van
Pusen, and "'Committed Unto Us"
by Willis Lamort. Miss Moore
continues the emphasis on missions in the Sunday services at
the Baptist Church, speaking in
the Sunday School and the morning worship service. The special
music will be brought by the BSU
quartet consisting of Bruce Barton, Pat Hance, Gilbert Hardee,
and Cecil Walters.
Miss Moore, now managing editor of "The Commission," Baptist
World Journal, graduated from
Converse College v>\th a major in

You just can't tug
a button off the
front of an

ARROW SHIRT

WHY? Because they're firmly ondiored on! Other features: the perfect Arrow Collar, trim Mitoga fit,
the Sanforized label that means
they can't shrink over 1%.
$3.50 up

Arrow Shirts
at

Stewart-Merrill Co.
26 South Main Streel
Greenville,.S. C.
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16 Per Cent Qf Students Are From Stale;
yr
The case of P. \Y. Wilki nson, charged wmi'ifrurder in
the first ciegrce as a result cf the brutal/Slaying of his wile,
:::"(; whose only explanation \v as that he "had been drinking"
will be heard in the dramatiz ition, "Prisoner at the Bar," in
the Methodist Church at 7:30 P. M„ March 7, 1918.
County
Enrollment
Abbeville
46
Aiken
. __
.. 75
Allendale
... .
12
| Anderson
. .. ...209
i Bamberg
'
.... 18
i-Rarnwell
21
...... 29
The Charleston Clemson Alum- 'Beaufort ...... ......
11
ni Association held its regular Berkeley
Calhoun
.... . ...-,
.... Tl
meeting on March 2, for the pur- | Calhoun
.... 11
pose of reorganization. This meet- Charleston
...148
40
■ ing was highlighted by .the show- Cherokee
66
ing of- movies, taken of the roar- , Chester ... .
Chesterfield ......
2?
ing Tigers putting the bite, on Clarendon
32
■ several rival elevens. They are Colleton
25
4t
but a few of the many shown by Darlington
2$
: Walter Tilly at alumni meetings. Dillon
13
The Clemson Alumni of Kings- Dorchester
25
poit, Tenn. will meet tonight to Edgefield ......
:.
.25
discuss business matters concern- ;Fairfield
80
ing this coming term. There will Florence
.29
be several newsreels of last year's Georgetown
.33
Tiger eleven in action shown by Greenville .. . ......
Greenwood
....
89
Tilly.
Hampton
.._..
18
A meeting of the Rock Hill Horry
-.35
IPTAY Club is scheduled to be Jasper ... . .....
....15
.held tomorrow night. This will Kershaw __
19
I be, a .regular meeting and mat- Lancaster
. ...
31
i ters pretaining to future action Laurens
56
will be brought up . for discus- Lee
28
sion. .
Lexington
37
New officers of Marlboro and Marion ....
_. 52
Dillon
County Alumni were Marlboro
37
elected to fill the offices for this McCormick
. 1
next term.
Newberry
.... 56
The Bennettsville Clemson Oconee'
:_ :
142
Aiumni met on.Feb. 27 and heard Orangeburg .
80
a speech by Clemson's President. Pickens
...140
Dr. Poole expressed, his apprecia- Richland
_.'.
„.* 89
tion of past, services and told of Saluda ......
_'_. 22
plans for future Tiger actions. Spartanburg
_ ,- 22.3
- 69
Present also was "-Slick" Meekin, Sumter
—
- 47
President of Clemson Alumni As- Union
19
sociation through-out the.country. Williamsburg
115
There were movies of the grid- York .,
iron eleven racking up a victory
over the Auburn team.
The Darlington County Alumni
Association held . its meeting on
Thursday night, Feb. 2.6. Dr.
Poole delivered a brief message
and later pictures were shown of
Lauri.ij. A. Mclnnis, a pative of
the P. C. game.
The Spartanburg Alumni Asso- Clio, has been appointed .assistciation held their regular meet- ant agricultural engineer? tfor the
ing at Spartanburg's Civic Recrea- South Carolina Experiment Station Center on March 1. -There
tion at Clemson.
was a short talk by Clemson's
Mclnnis was graduated from
Coach Howard and later the
meeting was. concluded after all . Clemson .last month., iri,, agficUK
business matters were settled.
tural engineering and will-specialThe Columbia Chapter of the ize in irrigation research work for
Clemson Alumni Association will
the experiment station. He atgive a supper in Columbia at the
Market Cafe on March 18th at tended Clemson in 1941-4.3 before
6:30 p. m. for the Clemson men leaving to join the Axmy Air
who are attending the South Forces, - and returned here in
Carolina State Teachers meeting. February, 1946, to complete his
President' R. F. Poole and other requirements for a B. S, in agrirepresentatives of the college will cultural engineering.
In the Air Forces, he was stabe present.
tioned at Spence Field, Moultrie,
j Ga., and later was a P-47 fighter
[pilot, being discharged in September 1945.

Ipiay Clubs
Hold Meets

MISS MARJORIE MOORE
.
\
;
■.

English and History. The daughter of Henry W. "Deacon" Moore,
Class of 1907 of Clemson, she
claims Spartanburg as home,
though Richmond is her headquarters now. After earning the
; Master of Religious Education
degree at the W. M. U. Training
School.in Louisville, Ky., s.-c was
.'Assistant Editor of "The Baptist
'Student" for seven years. Three
summers at Northwestern University's Mediil School of Journalism have her well on the v. i
a master of science degree in
Journalism. As well as being
managing editor of "The Commission," she is staff photographer
for the Foreign Mission Board
and regularly contributes to the
several Southern Baptist publications.
Within this past year Miss
Moore has had ample opportunity
to study the missionary movemerit at close range. In. July,
1917, she attended the second
World Conference, qi Christian
Youth, Oslo, Norway. From there
she went to the seventh Baptist
World Congress in Copenhagen,
Denmark. During the month of
August she visited Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Spain. . This
past Christmas, she 'participated
in the Conference on Christian
Frontiers held at Lawrence. Kansas, under the auspices of the nondenominational Student Volunteer
Movement. A member of . the
Board of Managers of the Missionary Education Movement. Mis:
Moore attends a conference on
Missionary Education at Buck
Hill Falls, Pa., immediately before coming to Clemson for the
Missions Conference here.
"Beyond Our Own," the first
film produced by the Protestant
Film Commission, will be shown
on Church Night, March 10, at
7 P. M. ni the Baptist Church. Jay
Youna". Baprist .Training Union
director, is planning this service.
community is invited.
"Mission in the Bible" will be
the theme of the. Morning Watch
periods during the week March
8-12. David Foster is arranging
these meditation gatherings in the
Barracks Chapel at 7:20 P. M.
each week day.
Miss Moore will be the speaker at both Vespers in the Y Auditorium on Sunday, March 14. Following each gathering, Miss
Moore will be in Club Room No.
1 for a period of discussion.
, The Missions Conference,
though arranged by the BSU, is
open to' all the students and adults
of the campus and community.

BOTANY SLACKS
and
SPORTSHIRTS
BANTAMAC JACKETS

YER'S MEfl'S SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

Mclnnis Is Appointed
To Agricultural Post

SS4IPOAY Emblems
Are Given Out

. Eight hundred and four IPOAY
cards and stickers had been given
out to student members as of
Monday night, according to a report to the Tiger from IPOAY officials. It was further stated that
any paid members who has not
as yet received his card and sticker may get them from.Bill Cobb,
treasurer, in room !rl36.
All "Lairs," or Company organizations, have not been represented at the Regional Council
meetings which are held every
other Monday night. It is sugsester by Steve Ivey, president
of IPOAY, that- each company
:sk its representatives for a resort after every meeting.
The .football movie was not.
*own this week because of the
Munsel concert. The next on the
schedule will be shown next week.

Glee Club To Take
Part In Columbia
Music Festival
On Saturday night, April 17th.,
the. annual Columbia Music Festival will be heldjfet the ■'Columbia Township Auditorium. The
Southern Symphonic Orchestra
under the direction of Karl Bamberger will give a concert assisted
by a chorus chosen from South
Carolina colleges. Forty of the three hundred
members of . the chorus will be
from the Clemson College- Glee
Club. These members, have already started rehearsals,, and
final plans for their departure
j have been completed.
Th Clemson Glee Club was al! so represented in the 1947 Music
Festival.
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Westminister Group To
Roots of Culture 2T/S2EE2 Meet
In Greenville Soon
MARCH- THE AQUAMARINE AND BLOODSTONE

During the three days, March
12, 13, and 14 over two hundred lain in World War II.
students representing every colMEDIEVAL PEOPLES BE- "
The convention will begin on
lege in South Carolina are expect- Friday, March 12 with the regisL.IEWED THAT THE DELI- '"
ed to descend upon Greenville tration beginning at 1 o'clock.
CATE AQUAMARINEMADE
'■ for the greatest convention in theLater on that afternoon there will
ONE /MMUNETO POISON.
history of South Carolina's West- be a hike and a party with a picninister Fellowship.
nic supper at Paris Mountain
The theme for the conference State Park, which will be followwill be "The World, The Gospel, ed by a worship service. The Satand You" and will be emphasized urday morning program includes
by the various speakers and in speakers, business meetings, and
discussion groups, Two of the very interesting discussion groups.
THE BLOODSTONE- GREEN
speakers have already been an- Saturday night will bring forth a
CHALCEDONY STREAKED W/W
nounced and the others will be banquet at the church followed
-announced at a later date. Those by the installation of new offiRED JASPER" WAS PRIZED
already announced are Dr. Dwight cers. The convention will end on
BYAMZRICAN INDIANS AS AN
Chalmers and Rev. Ben L. Rose. Sunday morning with a Sunday
mMMET AGAINST DANGER. \
Rev. Rose has recently returned School service for the delegates
to the ministry after being a ChapTRADITION ALLY, MARCH PEOPLE ARE BORN ARTISTS,
and the Church Service at. the
First Presbyterian Church.
MUSICIANS, HUMANITARIANS AND IDEALISTS.
A tentative list of the discusj\ ANCIENTLY. BIRTHSTONES
sion groups is: "Christian CitizenWERE ALSO WORN AS
ship," "Marriage," "Phychology
PROTECTION AGAINST
and Christianity," "World Christianity and You," "Me, Myself, andDISEASE! AND THE
rats A$?2ii
At the meeting of the Dairy I As A Christian Presbyterian,"
EU/L £YE„
Club Ji.eld Monday night, :M. B. "Presbyterian Beliefs," and "The
I Smith was elected to head the Negro, The Gospel, and You."
i Dairy Department exhibitions at
Furman University Westminster
the Ag Fair which is to he held Fellowship and the First Presbyon April 10 and LI. He will meet terian Church are to be joint hosts
with the chairmen of the other and all delegates will be enterLEGEND DECLARES THAT
Ag Departments and make plans , tained in Greenville homes.
WEARERS OF THE AQ&ATor- this event.
This will be the first convention.
mARim, OR THEsm&D-\
Also, R. M. Hanckel. president held in the Spring in recent years.
of the club, was elected the most ft has been the policy of the Fel;rmwismw#NW<3QORAGk.^
outstanding member of .the club lowship to hold the convention in
and will be featured in- the next the Fall but this usually conflicts
Grpy/tMjhr /9V7VLC
issue of the Agrarian.,
with the annual State Fair clash
between Clemson and Carolina
-O'wmgs In Charge Of and curtails the representation
from these two schools. Electing
kfeiigsbos Errtphosis;
officers in the spring will also allow the current officers to . take
Ear! Morris To Assisf advantage of the summer lead&s-"
l
Plans are'already in the mak- ship schools held at Mor.\reat and
eJnison Col- ing for Religious Emphasis Week elsewhere.
Earle Morris, president of the
lege for the second semester of the current session. 01' this of next year. Dr. M. A. Owings
number 2788 or 86 per eeinl are from South Carolina, 138 has been named chairman of the local Presbyterian Students Association, has announced that at
from North. Carolina, 109 from Georgia, and 201 from other program, and he will be assisted least forty have indicated that they
by Earle Morris of Pickens as
states. The enrollment by counties is given below:
student co-chairman, and Dr. will attend from Clemson and
The announcement was made Frank Schirmer has been named says -that there may be- many
by the 'pastor, Rev. E. Wanna- as'vice-chairman. The executive others who have not been informmaker Hardin. All parts except secretary is J. Roy Cooper. He ed pf this and who would like to
take part in three days of Christwo will be taken by local, resi- was renamed at this position.
dents.
Owings is succeeding Dr. Marion tian fellowship, discussion, and
Dr. D. W. Daniel will act as Kinard, and Schirmer takes Pro- worship.
At the second organizational presiding judge, while Mr. W. fessor Claude Green's place. The
meeting of former Ajr Force of- Bratton Williams will serve as position of student co-chairman
lWK#mNK:SC2
ficers at Clemson February 23 counsel for the defense. Sheriff was conceived this year, in reit was. announced that a list of R. R. Roark will act as sheriff, sponse that students did not have
A GOOD APPE-nfE »SA H
the type personnel required for and Mr. Hubert L. Morgan will enough preliminary preparations.
WONDERFUL
?TMING It) HAV/EJ
take
the
part
of
the
fingerprint
Religious Emphasis week for
an active Air Reserve squadron
expert.
Mrs.
John
T.
Wigington
next
year
has
been
tentatively
set
--TVIAT
IS
IF
VOU-HAV&H
has arrived in Anderson and the
% WHAT, IT OESIRE3Table or Organization will soon will be an important witness for for the second or third week of
the prosecution, and Miss Vera February, depending on the time
begin to be filled. .
As soon as two-thirds of the T. Williams will take the part of that concerts will be at Clemson.
O. is filled and the necessary pa- the prisoner's little daughter. Mr.
pe| work completed it is expect- Brice Lytle will act as clerk of Soph Y Council Takes
eoLthat planes will be assigned to, the court, Mr. ..Henry N. Black
will serve as bailiff, and Mr. 1h Five New Members
the Anderson airport.
The next meeting is scheduled Charles M. Stuart will be foreAt a meeting Friday nifht five
to, be held Monday night, March man of the jury, which will in5, at 6:45 at the. "Y." . All former clude Messrs. John M. Moorer, new members were elected to the
They
Air Force officers who are in- Lamar T. Judy, James A. Smith, sophomore "Y" council.
terested in becoming members of L. P. Crawford,. M. M. Phillippe, were as follows:
J. F. Craig, pre-medical sophoan active Air Reserve squadron H. M. Welder, A. C. Jenkins, B.
D.
Cloaninger,
J.
P.
LaMaster,
G.
more
of Eastover; A. H. Mcare urged to attend this meeting.
Laurin, arts and sciences sophoInformation about physical exam- G. Henry, anw A. T. Hind.
This dramatic trial, 'Prisoner more of Bennettsville;- M. O. ParWe have what you desire- in
inations and flight clearances will
at
ten Bar" will be presented in sons, pre-medical sophomore of the way of popular records . . .
be ;available at the meeting.
the Clemson Methodist Church, Hemingway; W. P. Roberts, ag- whether you're looking for an
at 7:30 p. m. March 7, 1948. The ricultural economics sophomore Irish ditty ... or Stair Kenton's
-public is invited.
of Lugolf; and J. W. Sadler, elec- latest release. Celebrate St. Pattrical »engineering sophomore of rick's Day by coming to the
record department of the CLEMYork.
REYNOLDS IS AGENT
SON HOME SERVICE ... and
We don't look for much change, bring your friends with you. Let,
Leonard D. Reynolds, vocaMarch 4 tf/Rursfla^y 4T90 p. m.
our expert mechanics do all your
—Clemson College Woman's Club, tional agricultural education jun- especially in women.
radio repairing.
YMCA.ior of Timmonsville,- is now repFew things so irritate a person
7t00 p. m.—Alpha Zeta meetresentative on the Clemson cam- as when an acquaintance forgets
ing. Long Hall.
March 5 (Friday) 8:00 p. m.— pus for Phillip Morris cigarettes. his name.
High School Canteen, Club Rooms,
/ CASHV' .V. '. /CfiCiiirN
We count our blessings on our
YMCA.
sage by Miss Marjorie Moore,
vH«vE.y.. ■U.EJi'iSON. S..C.
Itteeo
V
tT
Vs:.
:'i.
'■
■--:'.' \ IT /
fingers and our mistakes on an
March 7 (Sunday) 2:20 & 6:20 Clemson Baptist Church.
adding machine.
pr m.—Vesper Services, YMCA.
2:20 & 6:20 p. m.—Vesper SerElection of officers for 194S-49.
vices, , YMCA. , Miss Marjorie
7:30 p. m.—Play, "Prisoner at Moore -. of Richmond, Virginia,
the Bar," Clemson Methodist will speak.
Church.
7:30 p. m.—The public is inAUTHORIZED
March 9 (Tuesday) 7:00 p. m. vited to hear Dr. Charles H.
—Forum Club, Physics Buijding. Naber speak on "Your Stake in
8:30 <p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood, the Marshall Plan,"
Baptist
Tiger .Den.
- .
, ,
Church.
March 10 (Wednesday) 6:4.5 p.
March 15 (Monday) 8:00 p. m.
m.—Church Night for Campus —American Legion Oratorical
Churches.
Contest, Clemson-Calhoun High
7:0,0 p. m.—"Beyond Our Own," School.
Missionary sound film shown at
8;15 p. m—Sage Club Bridge
Baptist Church by the BTU.
Party, Club Room No. 2, Y.
March 11 (Thursday) 4:00 p.
8:30 p. m—Blue Key, Club
m.—-American Association.of Uni- Room.
versity Women,. YMCA.
March 16 (Tuesday) 4:30-6:30
7:45 p. m.—Block C Club, Club —PTA Tea for Teachers, YMCA.
At Fairplay and First North
Room.
6:30 >p. m.—Fellowship Club,
8:00 p. m.College Fair Commit- Supper Meeting, YMCA.
PHONE 535
SENECA, S. C.
tee, Blue Key Room.
March 17 (Wednesday) 6:45 p.
March 12 (Friday) 7:00 p. m. m.—Church Night for Campus
—Missions Study at. Baptist Churches.
Church, led by Miss Marjorie
7:00 p. m.—The Methodist StuMoore, Managing Editor of The ■ir>nt program will be a concert
Commission,
Baptist
Missions by the Columbia College Choir.
Magazine.
Students and com- Community people invited.
munity people invited.
8:00 p. m.—Newcomers' Club,
9:00 p. m.—1:00 a. m.—Block Browsing Room, Library.
C Dance, Field House. (Semi8:30 p. m.—Magician Show
1
Formal).
sponsored by Block C Club, ColMarch 13 (Saturday) 2:00 p. m. lege Chapel.
—Junior Squad Football Game,
Civilian and Military Clothes
March 18 (Thursday) 8:15 p.
Memorial Stadium.
.
m.— Play, "Blithe Spirit," by
6:30 p. m. Missions Study'Con- Clemson Little Theater Grou-p,
ference at Baptist Church led by College Chapel.
Miss Marjorie Moore.
March 19( Friday) 3:00 p. m.
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students
7:0.0 p. m.—Block C. Banquet, —Regular meeting of the Board
Mess Hall.
of Trustees.
3-1,2 p. m.—Block C Dance,
8:15—Play, "Blithe Spirit," by
Field House. (Informal).
Clemson Little Theater Group,
108 N. MAIN ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
March 14 (Sunday) 9:00 a. m. College Chapel.
March 20 (Saturday) 9-12 p. m.
Lutheran students will meet in
Y Club Room No. 1.
Terpsichorean Club Dance. Little
11:30 a. m.—Missionary Mes- Gym.
'.'■'■

And Rasidents To
Present''Prisoner At The Bar" Soon
mm m $m*mmh m% whiles m b!i

■former AF Officers
Hold Second Meeting

CLEMSON HOME SERVICE

CHEVROLET AND BUICK SERVICE
MSWtEJ

ADAMS-SMITH CHEVROLET(0.

HOW YOU CAN HELP

CLEMSON PHARMACY

Students and friends of the Clemson College YMCA can
earn a number of hours pleasure at the-Clemson Y.
Write to some friend and explain the need for an enlarged Y. Those who receive contributions for the building
fund will be guest for several afternoons and evening's eniertrinment.
More than 1000 graduates and former students have contributed to the Y camp or Y building fund—55 per cent of the
budget is derived from pictures. 130 different groups meet in
the Y Club rooms or in the cabinet room.
■■
■

&

BUS STATION
SPECIAL
PIPES
Kaywoodie, Weber
$2.50 — $10.00

SPECIAL
FISHING TACKLE
Rods, Reels, Line Hooks
$3.50 — §15.00

COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
FILMS
Black & White & Color
Any Size

Fifty different clubs and organizations have sponsored
and advertised -pictures and earned something on their budget.
Help the Clemson Y so the Y can help you and render increased service to hundreds of other Clemson men who will
follow you. You can see pictures for 17c and 21c now. Ask
that the Y be given priority for Clemson Students, faculty folk,
and employees. The Clemson Y can help you! So keep the Y!

CANDY AND
NOTIONS

OPEN, WEEKLY 7-8:30; SUNDAY 1-5:30
1 =

,•

STONE BROTHERS

r

Little Theater Lists Play Schedule p^^ont,Nortwaroiina iptayciubHa$
Winston Meet To Draft Resolution

Amateur Radio Club
Initiates Several

A. A, U, W. To Meet
ay

"
branch of the
„
.
,
of UniverT . .V. ,.
At a regular meeting of the
Semi-annual initiations for the
ae
Piedmont North Carolina Ciem- Amateur Radio Club will beg:
t Thursday,
at the Y
son Club, held in Winston-Salem on Tuesday. March 9 and coi
ve
Arts
group
on November 12, 1947, a serious ' for the remainder of the
O Williams on the
discussion of the athletic situa- ■ according to C. E. Stoi
^OPMENT
tion at Ciemson took place and [dent.
4
Dr. Witresulted
in
the
decision'
to
send
a
i
State Commission of Forresti y is
New members_ who will b
By HOWELL ARTHUR
:ci of Ciemson
co-operating, as usual, in th*. Na- David Peeples. President Of
■ fec.aona>erv" known as "shorl
My friend Mr. Sehlesder and I majority report to the Directors
la
professor of
tional Cooperative Forest Fire
" cuits" to the present "h
were sitting at the table the other j
Lccal Club, Announces
Ciemson and
•-J..I. <-i.
« * ,,•■. uon and to draft a resolution for ' be required to
Prevention Campaign.
.night after supper, just talking : tl_ ^,.;,,„4.._ tn oll „tVl„ r^m_
the South
Plans For Year y
,
6 ©VARSITY Magaztiv
Posters, window cards, book
and polishing off- some left-over the distribution to all other Ciem- tube around their necks
Service, and
son 'Alumni Chapters." asking for also carry the traditional
marks, blotters, radio programs.
For Young Mfi.i
food. He's about the smartest j
he Department of
box" during tli
sponsored ads. pamphlets, and
,
£
man I know—a real intellectual— action or' accord.
INTEREST IS DESIRED.
'niversity of
The 'Resolution has been draftf**
other material will be used in the
and I figure anything he says is
Officers of the organization ar< ' ^eor.
Dr. Williams
ed, printed, and sent to the memcampaign.
In addition.
su
pretty important.
C. E. Stone, president; J. D. Gaul;
to : jeak on the
, vT •♦•
r> i Hope.
u~ ~ Ta;„«
bers of the Piedmont Club. With
celebrities
as Bob
Bing i David Peebles,' ?president of the
"You krfcrtv; Arthur (he calls me
vice-presiaent; and M. J. Dorrbove sub
ing developed
it
went
a
letter
from
Bill
Folk,
Crosby, and Jack Benny have , Ciemson Little Theater, has dissey, secretary and treasurer. The
by my maiden name)," he started, !
.
i of Portrait
Class of '37- graduate and presi- newly nominated "short circuits" himse
joined this year's campaigr
.osed a calendar of little theater
in his sophisticated way, "I've i
;
dent of the club, urging the men are as follows: W. Y. Godwin j A r■' '
portraits are
will appear in cartoon sketches to plays for the current season,
been thinking." !
to give their support to Clerr.son's agricultural engineering junior hun8 j
By HASSELL SIMPSON
< buildmgs on
impress a few simple facts of the Blithe Spirit_ one of Noel Coward's
"Oh?" I responded. It'came as
e
forestry situation. It has been
Last Wednesday night, your cub reporter went behind quite a surprise to me. Smart as Athletic Association throug h from Summerton; J. C. Ferguson. '" Ciemson campus. Dr. Wil: at the Seneca
found that nine out of ten woods "knockout" comedies of the 1941 :he scenes over at the field house, frying to worm our way he is. he seldom has to do much IPTAY.
electrical engineering freshman \ liams
The
Resolution
reads
as
fol!
from,
Asheville.
N.
C;
WJ
F
Rqtary
Club
meeting
at noon on
fires are caused by people; there- theater season in New. York will
thinking.
fore, it is a job for each pf us to be presented in the college past valels, stage managers, flunkies, and lady violinists in
! Thomas, textile manufacturing. Thursday.
•Yes. I have. I read something lows:
RESOLUTION
help in the prevention of such chapel on April 5 and 6 at 8:15 an effort to see Melchior himself, ostensibly to get an inter- today about some Europeans who
j sophomore from Calhoun Fall?:
The
Piedmont
North Caro- i and B. J. Novit, electrical engifires.
—hard up as things are over there,
p. m. Professor R. E. Ware is view before the performance.
lina Ciemson Club will support j neering sophomore from Greens- ianta. Georgia branch of the Fedwhat with that 'so-and-so, Hitler,
On this year's posters will ap- directing this play. This is an
eral Communications Commission,
Well, we got that ancient Clem-*—
and encourige the p r e s te n t { boro, N. C.
barely cold, and Stalin beginning
pear the familiar "Smokey Bear"
e president stated
the
shaft,
but
son
institution,
coaching staff in its efforts to
to raise hell—who sent a lot of
to warn you that "only you can impossible comedy of a man quick. Everywhere we turned,
Stone stated that the main
that adequate code rooms had
compe\e
with
the
best
in
the
food to school -children in the Southern Conference and' the , pose of the club is to aid aii in- been set up for the purpose of inprevent fires."'
In .a reverent whose first wife is materialized some officious person gave us the
United States. Seems they heard Natiom1"wrdepIorrthe"'e^ent | Rested students in securing their structipn and that work on code
pose on his knees, with forest at a seance and comes to live with brush-off, the old run-around.
we were all starving over here. of professionalism in college
'ham" licenses through the Atanimals gathered around, Smokey him and his second wife. The Finally, despairing of success
already in progress.
I been . . ."
4voices the key note of this year's husband is tormented by both, under our own power, we appealathletics and are heartily in
John S. Evans, who finished
"Yeah, I read that, too . . ."
campaign in his prayer "... and
ed
to
Mr.
Metz.
Under
his
kindly
favor
of
Clemson's
continuing
"Don't interrupt, please. I been
please make people careful. in gay and delightful fashion, be- guidance, we figuratively thumb- Ciemson last month in agriculfore he manages to exorcise them. ed- our nose at the pretty satel- tural engineering, has joined the thinking maybe those fellows got its present policy of amateurAmen.''
ism. • We believe that within
To prevent a disaster such as
Tryouts for the second produc- lites; and marched in to see the staff of the South Carolina Ex- the idea from the complaining two or three years the athletic
e
Ciemson
men
do
about
the
food
Maine had last year, this year's tion of the season, The Mal star.
situation at Ciemson will be
periment Station as assistant agriwe get here in the Mess Hall. helped by our, and other, alumcampaign will be launched to Animal, will be held Thursday
Anyone who saw. Mr. Melchior cultural engineer.
Now, my stand is that this com- ni chapters' active support and
buiW sentiment among people
knows that he is large: To us, he
He was a student at Ciemson plaining is foolish. I think . . ."
that would ultimately eliminate and Friday, March 11 and 12, in seemed huge, topping our six-two
encouragement by talking,
Not at Belk's—For over 50 years Belk's have been
"Yeah, I agree with you ..." I thinking, and acting for better
most man caused fires from our the YMCA. Eight men and five and outweighing us by—but let's in 1942-42 before' leaving to join
champions at lowering your cost of living by bringing
woodlands. Damage for South women complement the cast in not go into that. Without further'rf^*** Upon belnfi assi^ed broke in.
teams at Ciemson — through
"Please! -Stop interrupting? Now, IPTAY and personal effort. If
Carolina in 1948 was estimated at this -production. Any student is ado, Mr. Metz introduced us to t to Naval V-12 training, he was
you QUALITY MERCHANDISE and at a real saving.
205,809 acres, which amounted to
a large,'portly gentleman whose stationed at Newberry College I think (he cast a disaparaging such does not produce the deThis year more than ever we reafize your problems
eligible to tryout for this play
$618,737.
'
■ ruddv. jovial face was topped by- for 12 months and later was glance at me) it's perfectly i sired-result, we favor-a re-ex
and
are putting fcrth greater effort than ever before
I ordered to the University of natural we should get the lousy
,-, hair.
u ■
Effectiveness of the campaign Written by
uj James Thurber and
mass' of* white
animation of the whole athletic
Georgia
for
pre-flight
training,
Elliott
Nugent,
The
Male
Animal
food
we
do.
Take
the
milk,
for
to
give
you more for your money.
will depend on cooperation of in"Aha, the editor, eh?" he beamsituation and a radical change
dividuals, business firms, and scored the third knockout comedy ed, clasping our perspiring paw . remaining there until his dis- instance—so what if they do get ; of policy to achieve our aim—
charge. After his release, he re- it three meals -a day at most
other agencies^ in nubiiefzing the fhit success of the 1939-40 s*35011 in a firm grip. .
Ciemson (earns that WIN.
in New York.
"No, sir, not quite," we stam- j. turned to Ciemson in February schools? This is an agricultural '
PIEDMONT, N. C.
The Way We Do itThe play revolves around pro- mered. (WaitTi Bob r^radleyil^ a^LCOla?lei£d^°±}^ ^ college, and they have to pour [
CLEM SON CLUB ■
! B. S. degree in agricultural en- it back into the calves. You don't j
fessor "Tommy" Turner and Elr reads that!)
William Folk, President
want the little brats to kick the '•
len, his wife. The setting is the
"But you want to talk, eh? We gU^^g.t
E. P. Earle, Sec.-Trea.
BY GREATER VOLUME j
j
:
His
duties
with
the
experiment
bucket, do you? It's a simple
living room of their modest home can sit down here." And he led
station' will be chiefly concerned business fundamental—putting the
on the campus of a southern us to-his dressing table.
And, as for the 'bull'—you
AT A LOWER MARKUP
university in a small college town. .We have met some wonderful with the intense research, pro- profits back into the tills."
know
there ain't nobody on earth
"Yeah, and . . ."
| This production is tentatively- people in our. day, but we cannot gram in cotton mechanization
can cook lik|- a Southern colored
i
■ r y x ■ r.
planned for presentation on April recall anyone whose personality which is currently in progress.
person. You know that. And the
Shop in our store expecting bargains and you won't
29th and 30th. Anyone wishing matched that of Mr. Melchior.
They gotta import vegex salads.
be disappointed.
to work on the production and Under the spell of his calm,
i tables from China to make those.
who is not affiliated with the humorous manner, we relaxed,
Any fool knows Chinese vegeOrganization may contact the and listened, and forgot to ask
' tables are the best in the world.
Our stocks are filled with new Spring merchandise
president. Mrs. MacCurdy Burnet questions as a good reporter
Is it the cooks' fault-if the lettuce
for
men, women and children. All we ask is that you
is directing this play. The pro- should.
. .
Ralph Otto Williams of Gres | ain't quite as crisp after that long
Bobby
Mace,
leader
of
the
Brigcome
and see—rand compare.
duction manager has not been
Speaking of Ciemson, he said,
ham has 'ijeen appointed livestock I trip? Or if the carrots have to
appointed as yet.
"I think this military is marvel- adiers Orchestra, announced Mon- specia:
the Georgia Agri-• be pulled so prematurely that they
At a recent meeting of the ous. I myself was a soldier in day night that two new men have cultural Extension Service, ac- | taste like hellfire radishes?"
Pay Us a Visit Soon
group. Wally Carr, a professor } the King's Guard in my young been taken into the organization'. cording to Walter S. Brown, di- j "Why, no, I . . ."
at Boh Jones University, address- days. Here, look at this." He
rector. He- replaces George Gib- ; "Certainly not. I don't see how ;
Remember—
ed the group in the arts of good pointed to a silver button on the Leon Williams, arts and sciences son. who r«tigoed to become field you could ever have been so sti;
character and straight make-up lapel of a gray suit.
sophomore of Toccoa, Georgia,representative of the Georgia as to think such a thing. Of course, !
If you den't tra
us we both
followed by demonstrations.
"That is the emblem of our or- has resumed his old position as; .Aberdeen-Angus Breeders' Asso-I there's the pastries. They just!
ganization, we who have been tenor sax and clarinet man after- elation.
don't tie in with the rest of the
necessity of fire prevention. Last members.of the King's Guard."
a hitch with the army in Ger- • With ahrmal husbandry as a stuff. That pastry baker must be
Resuming his seat, he said,
stealing money from some of the
year many organizations such _ as
many. Herman Lawrence, tex- major? -WHIiarms- was graduated
'from Clems&n Tjollege: in 1947. other departments, 'cause otherthe Extension Service, American "My son was ah American soldier
tile engineering -junior, has-filled Since that time he has been an wise he couldn't fix that good stuff
Red Cross, city and county gov- in the war—an Army intelligence
the empty space behind the string assistant county agent in "Spar- we sometimes get. Disregarding
ernments, public schools, Boy and officer."
Seneca's Only Complete Department Store
We asked if he liked the South, bass. These new additions bring tanburg County, South Carolina. his pumpkin "pies, he's an artist."
Girl Scouts gave assistance.
the
total
membership
to
fourteen.
•Yeah, that's what I . . ."
' As livestock specialist, Williams
This year the commission of and he replied that it is very -nice,
SENECA. S. C.
Leader Mace stated that the will work with county agents,
So please don't bring the matForestry calls upon every citizen but -that to a Californian, nothand agency in South Carolina to ing could quite compare with Cal- band has been practicing rather farmers and 4-H'Club members ' ter up again, will you? I've had
offer their services where pos- ifornia. "Though I haven't seen hard since the Christmas holidays, to improve the livestock industry 1 enough."
SENECA, S. C.
i "Okay."
sible. Many will be called upon much of it this year. My sche- and have tentative plans to play jn Georgia; Brown said,
directly for services, and others dule is very pressing. I was in a few engagements this spring.
wishing to help should write the Savannah yesterday, and I must Mace also said that they are looking forward to a bigger and betbe in Raleigh tomorrow."
State Forester for details. He glanced at his watch, rose, ter season next year.
The sections are as follows:
and picked up his coat.
five brass, five sax, three rhythm,
"Give
me
a
hand
here,
will
SPORTING GOODS
•
HOUSEWARE
and one vocalist.
you?"
| "Yes, SIR!" said the Reporter
to. the Star, and draped the Miss Munsel

'Blithe Spirit'Will
State Launches Fire
Be First Production
Prevention Camp,
This year the South Carolina Of Coming Season

ii

'Intellectual'Tells
Ideas On Mess Hall

Lauritz MelchiorProves
Popular To Cub Scribe

John Evans Named
To Agricultural Post

BUDGET PROBLEM!

Two Mew Members Gresham Secufes
Join Brigadiers Orch Extension Post

C0MPAM

Herron Motor Co.

NEW SHIPMENT.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

Ciemson Produces
New Cucumber

VEGETABLES
■

Fresh Garden Vegetables Daily

FRUIT JUICES
A COMPLETE STOCK OF REFRESHING
JUICES REASONABLY PRICED
•

VISIT OUR MARKET

BALLENTINE'S
Super Market
"Where Economy and Courtesy Are the Watch Words"

Dr. W. C. Barnes, superintendent of the Ciemson College Truck
Experiment Station at Charleston,
announced Monday that a new
type cucumber has recently been
produced, completely doing away
with the downy mildew disease
that, heretofore has caused considerable damage to fall crops.
The cucumber, known as the
"Palmetto," proved its worth in
a test last fall where it gave
an average of well over $1,000
per acre. Previously, when planting other varieties, the bare cost
of production could be realized
from the planting.
Dr.. Barnes believes that it is
doubtful if "Palmetto" has a place
in commercial spring production
outside of Florida. He also cautions growers not to write the experiment station for seed of the
new variety, since all available
seed for 1948 has been allotted
to seedmen who supply South Carolina farmers.

(Continued from Page 1)
plans to sing in New Orleans with
the. Hew Orleans Symphony, and
tier . trip to Europe this summer,
beginning in Sweden and Norway and travelling all over
Europe.
Miss Munsel made quite- a hit
with, the cadets, and evidently
they made a hit with her. She
didn't seem to mind the wolf
whistles and "woo-woos."

ens
PEN AND PENCIL SETS

medal-heavy coat over his massive shoTJlders. We then perceived that the interview was
over, arwi- prepared to leave.
"Wait,''my wife will give you
a picture of me," he said, and
called Mrs. Melchior, who could
not be found, however.
"Come back during the intermission and she.. wilL give : you
one," he said. We did, and she
did, and during the time that we
were with the "Great Dane" we
realized that Ciemson had the
pleasure of hearing not only a
great singer, but a great man. His
constant good' humor, even when
beseiged by hordes of autograph
hunters, left an impression that
will riot soon Be forgotten.

DESK SETS

.50 yp

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips

b. C.
P. S. McCollum, Owner
The Official College Book and Suppy Store"
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On Clcmson's campus■ there are two extremes of living
and principle. On the one hand there is the so-called "United Church Organizations" and on the other, the opposite
group of high-living, fun-loving playboys. Both sides engage in criticism and dogmatism. Naturally, conflict and
friction are the results of hoth sides' biased prejudices.
It is impossible to brand either group as being right or
wrong. In spite of the fact that certain extreme actions arc
rightly condemned, no one person can be the sole judge oi
whether a man's policies are right or wrong.
It can only be stated that these tilings are either logical
or illogical. The logical thing is the one that more nearly
approaches the normal or average. This normal has its
being in the fact that the two extremes exist.
In relation to this, it is a natural tendency for certain
clinches composed of one or oilier of the groups to control
the key positions and be in control of the supposedly honorary organizations at various times. This happens because
the whole process (ravels in a regular cycle. No small minority can retain complete control of any thing for a long
length of time.
Though an exclusive club is packed by the members of
one group today, tomorrow the other extreme will take over
end' follow the same ideals and purposes.
The sooner all the people concerned recognize these
facts, the sooner relations at Clemson will improve to the
extent that every club and organization can serve its^ intended purpose.
Remember, unfounded criticism of any person's policies
.is an iidication of base ignorance.

Colonel Thacksron To Leave In June

j
,
.

'

Yesterday, the announcement was made that Colonel
Albert J. Thackston, Commandant at Clemson since Deeember of 1';));"), would leave here sometime the latter part
of June for a new assignment at the Naval War College at
Newport, Rhode Island. He is one of two army offciers undergoing a course of instruction designed to insure a closer
coordination "between the Army and the Navy.
Clcmson's loss will he Newport's gain. We send the
colonel well wishes in his new assignment, and hope that he
will be able lo return lo his Alma Mater froiu time to time
either as a visitor or as a member of the staff.

New Cadet Regulations Needed?
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Many students as well as several faculty members have
noticed and commented on the medieval nature of a certain
little booklet unimaginatively entitled The Cadet Regulations
for Ctcmson College. It is loosely written, loosely put together, and loose thought seems to be behind it in some cases.
Some of the individual rulings have on occasion been found
ambiguous in that the Commandant's Office abides by one
interpretation while cadets have been able to derive a complctcly different meaning from the same lines. Naturally
this could he embarrassing for said cadets if they are not
aware of the Commandant's position.
Also, there are isolated instances in which the Regulations 'apparently do not have much regard for student rights.
The paragraph pertaining to the circulation of petitions and
attendance at mass meelings has proved particularly objectionable. If its purpose is to prevent thoughtless mob action
then there may be some justification for it, hut if the school
officials should choose lo interpret it strictly, students would
not-be allowed to express perfectly legitimate complaints,
and could not make their desires known to the faculty.
To our knowledge this rule has never been used actually
to choke the voice of -student opinion. Hut this policy of
"give a little IKTC; take a lillle there while enforcing the
Regulations detracts from the respect which cadets should
have for their laws, and quite naturally so.
A new Cadet Regulations with perfect clarity of meaning and closer conformity lo student desires would promote
a better spirit of unity in the Corps, we feel. We also think
that the cadets would like'to know exactly why they can or
cannot do certain things, such as wear cits downtown or to
dances.
We therefore advocalc thai if and when the Cadet
Regulations should he rewritten a joint committee made up
of students and civilian facility members as well as Military
Staff representatives be sel up to do the job. Perhaps this
type action could bring Satisfaction to all concerned.
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Dr. Poole Says
Last week I had the privilege
of meeting with Clemson Alumni Clubs at Darlington and Bennetlsville. There were at least
one hundred forty Clemson men
and a few State Senators and
Representatives present. The
classes represented ranged from
1902 to 1948. Rick Mclver of
the Class of 1905 presided at
the Darlington meeting and Kenneth Hodges of hte Class of 1920
presided at the Bennettsville
meeting.
Colin McLaurin, one of Clemson's splendid young graduates
seriously injured in the war,
and a Mr. Redfern of one of
the earliest classes were there
in wheelchairs. Mr. T. B. Young,
and Mr. J. F. McLaurin, two
alumni trustees, were present.

There were also several fathers
and sons in attendance. The
vocations represented varied
and it seems to me that Clemson men are taking their place
in a big way in the leadership
in these areas. It was evident

The Need For Broader Organozation
The Council has done worthy and notable
work in dealing with unpleasant situations
that occasionally arise. Any criticism of
the Senior Council, cither individually or
collectively, would be completely unjustified; no such criticism is intended here.
However, the fact remains that an expansion of the student government is at
least commendable, if not desirable. Plans
for this expansion have already been carefully worked out by a group of interested
juniors and seniors. Under the proposed
set-up the Senior Council will become one
We must have more meetings unit of a broader organization which will
to keep our alumni informed of lose little or none of the efficiency afforded
the workings of the college and a smaller system. The Council is to retain

that many young Clemson men'
have found vocations of promise
and to their liking in their home
environment.
I returned ■ to Clemson from
the meetings with a feeling that
the alumni are sincerely interested in the welfare of the college. They wanted information
about graduate work, building
expansion, Legislature support,
student behavior, organization
interests, scholarship, football,
financial support for retiring
professors and ever-present
Clemson rumors.

to impress our students in college with the value of learning
and spreading facts everywhere
about Clemson.

By Thomas A. Collings
been in Japan for some time, visited Clemson recently; while on.,
a business trip to the United
States. Maj. Tate was with the
Education Department while at
Clemson, and his son, Simmons,
is now in school at Harvard:
Maj. Tate has returned to his
post in Japan. On Saturday night, March 7tb,
the High School staff of the
school paper, Keyhole, will sponsor an old , fashioned square
dance. All campus people &nd
college students have been invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Duckett, of
Baltimore, Maryland, and Miss
June Holtzendorff, of N. C. C.
W., visited Mr. and Mrs. Holtzendorff recently.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Hayworth will be sorry to learn
that Mrs. Hayworth's mother is
seriously ill in the Anderson Memorial Hospital.
The Clemson Women's Club
met on Thursday afternoon in

the Y. M. C. A. Dr. R. C. Grier,
President of Wofford College,
was the speaker of the afternoon. Mrs. Joe Lindsay and
Mrs. F. T. Tingley were cochairmen.
General and Mrs. Robt. Littlejohn have returned from a vacation trip to Florida, and are
now visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
^Littlejohn. General Littlejohn
was head of the War Assets Administration before his retirement.
Dr. and Mrs. R. F. Poole are
on a trip to Gainesville, Florida.
Dr. Poole is attending the inauguration of Dr. J. H. Miller as
President of Florida University.
At this inauguration Dr. Poole
represents the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the Governor's Regional
Conference, Southern Association of Agricultural Workers,
South Carolina Association of
Colleges, and the Association of
Land Grant Colleges.

By CHARLOTTE II. HAY
Elmer and Margaret Young of las, of Athens, Ga. Doug returnUnit 66, spent the week-end in ed to his home this week.
Greenville with Margaret's ' parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Lindsey.
Hey ward and Catherine Bellamy of Unit 312, had as their
Dot Slaughter of Greenville, guests over the week-end Heywas the house guest of Frank and ward's parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
Virginia Seddon of Unit 97. Dot H. Bellamy of Florence.
attended the Cotillion Club dance
Saturday night.
Visiting Tom and Sara Hendricks and little Miss Ann HendJimmy and Betty Hunter of ricks of Unit 203, is Sara's mother,
Unit 222, visited Jimmy's parents, Mrs. Frank Welsh of Abbeville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hunter, Jr.,
of Columbia this past weekend.
Nancy Rabe of Unit 12 and Jane
Drake of Unit 302, recently enterGeorge and Hilda Anderson of tained with a bridge party at
Unit 231, drove down Georgia way Nancy's home in honor of Mrs.
recently to attend fraternity dan- Welsh.
ces at the University of Georgia
in Athens. They were the guests
Virgil and Jean Dayis of Unit
of Hilda's brother and sister-in202, had as their house guests
law, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Page.
over the week-end Virgil's parCorrine Ashley of Honea Path, enrs of Greer.
passed the week-end with her
Mr., and Mrs. Sobie Scarr of
brother-in-law and sister, Jake
Greenville.visited Mr. and Mrs. C.
and Fannie Black of Unit 174.
M. McGee of Unit 154 over the
Little Doug ■ McGarity, son of past week-end.
Hugh and Mary McGarity of Unit
143, has been visiting his grandVisiting the C. E. Gardiners of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Doug- Unit 128, were Mr. and Mrs. H. J.

"And We Quote"
The Preamble to the constitution .reads
as follows: "We the students of Clemson
College, believing that student government
is both helpful and beneficial to all concerned, do ordain and establish this constitution for the Student Body of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of South
Carolina—Clemson College."
And fro mArticle I, Section I: "Student
government shall be vested in the Senior
Council:" Finally, from Article II, Section I: "The Senior Council will act as a
disciplinary and corrective council . . .
without interfering with, the Military Department."

Good fellowship' prevailed at
both meetings and those present
told many interesting incidents
of their days at Clemson. The
loyal and friendly support by
alumni and former students of
the college has played an important role in making my administration pleasant and, I
hope, profitable. These alumni
gatherings reflect not only the
building of a greater Clemson
but also the forming o£ a progressive citizenship for the State
of South Carolina.

Campus Chatter
Clemson professors went Irish
last Saturday night in making
merry at a Cotillion Club dance
in the little gym. Perhaps they
were a little ahead of time, or
maybe they were trying to show
the students how to be fast, with
their decorations appropriate
for St. Patrick's day. .
Friends of Mrs. C. M. Hall are
glad to hear that she has returned home from New York.
Mrs. Hall underwent an operation at a N. Y. hospital recently.
Maj. and Mrs. Harvey P. Hall
came to Clemson on Saturday.
Mrs. Hall will remain' with Mrs.
Hall, Sr., for a time. Maj. Hall
has recently been transferred
from Chanute Field, Illinois, to
Albany, Georgia. At Albany,
Harvey will be in command of
the weather station at the airport.
The Legion Auxiliary met
with Mrs. R. K. Eaton on-Thursday afternoon.
Maj. H. S. Tate, who has

A New Problem—Student Government
"What type of student government is
now in use at Clemson?" This question
aasked of the average student would receive answers varying from "We have
none" to "The military system". Actually
both, these answers are equally incorrect,
for the Clemson student body has its own
constitution and governing organization.
That organization is the Senior Council,
a disciplinary body made up of the four
senior class officers plus seven other seniors elected each year by the Senior Class
as a whole.

Orth, Jr., of Mount Victoria, Md.,
Mrs. Gardiner's mother {and father.
We were indeed sorry to -hear of
the death of Frank Dreher, February graduate and former resident of Unit 246, in a plane crash
last week in Cowan, Tenn. We
extend our sincere sympathy to
Martha and their small son who
are now living with Martha's
parents in Murphy, N. C.
Among those from Clemson attending the funeral were Mr. and
Mrs. David Morgan, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Cates, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Davenport, Mr. and Mrs,
Jimmie Rice, Tom Salisbury, and
Wendell Ard.

its disciplinary powers intact; its authority,
will be supplemented by,a Board of Control
and a Student Assembly, which will handle
other phases of school activities such as intercollegiate relations, etc. The entire organization will operate in co-operation with
and effectively apart from the Military Department.
Details of the Proposed Plan
In a detailed study of the plan we not;
provision for the election of a President,
Vice-President, and Secretary of the Student Body, in addition to the regular class
officers under the current system. The three top officers of the Student Body, together with the presidents of the three upper classes, arc to form a Board of Control.
Both the Senior Council and the Board of
Control will come under the direction of
the College President, who retains the veto ■
powers of ihe present set-up.
The Vice-President of (he Student Body
is lo be Chairmen of the Student Assembly,
which is made up of the student body itself. In this group the opinions and desires of the students may be expressed for
the information of the Advisory Council.
Student Support An Absolute Necessity
It is an unquestionable fact that no form--"*
of government can be permanently sue- &
cessful without the support of the governed,
no matter how all-inclusive the organizational system may be.
There are both advantages (a broader
* set-up covering all phases of activity) and
(relatively speaking, not a compact); the
good points obviously outweigh any dra-w^
backs which might arise now or later. The
practicability of the proposed system rests
upon us, the student body. Our response
will spell cither success or failure for the
first attempt by the Clemson students to
build a complete self-governing organization.
(Note: The Advisory Council group depicted in this week's cartoon should be
shown as the Board of Control.)

Not That It Matters
As Jonah told the Whale, you
can't keep a good man down. So
with the assistance of Mr. Milford, his Nightingales, and an asperin pill nightly, your Roving
Reporter is back again on his
big feet, r Tjhunk-you, Harold L.,
for so ably filling this space during my exile of last week. As
you might remember, Harold
left me with an unfinished story,
The Cadets in Room 419, leaving
off with one cadet telephoning
to the desk of his pursual by
an armed fiend. Well, (if I remember correctly) it was about
that time that Alexander took
gleeful possession of the elevator and Clegg threw the screen
out the window, complicating
matters. I, having no foresight,
calmly asked, the armed intruder
to join us. What with eight of
us, Virtue, Hope, and Faith, it
made quite a crowd. Shortly
after the clerk and two policemen were voted upon and allowed to join. It wasn't long
before the ceiling lights in 219,
119 and in the lobby were reported missing in action also.
The remaining contents of the
case and a handful of icecubes
were thrown into the still rising
water in 420, stirred with a bedpost and siphoned through the
keyhole, very' effectively taking
care of the crowd that had by
now fallen, together. Someone,
from a dark corner was being
very insistent with Virtue. Hope
was still hopeful, and Faith had
finally come through. It wasn't
long before none of us were in a
position to remember what happened trom then on, but at the
next Winthrop dance the crime
will be re-enacted in hopes of
solving it to the complete satisfaction of you dear readers.
Fan Mail
Herein reproduced is the only
letter I have ever received in
response to , the weighty issues
discussed in this column. Actually, it is to the editor, but

LEONARD M. MAGRUDER
having mentioned it in this column, he forwarded it to me.
Dear Bob:
Mama and I enchoy your paper very much. Such quality!
Particularly (such a big word
is!)' the advertisements.(' annoder one! und the dictionary almost all gone! ) We live in the
mountains of higher Slobbovia.
Such sports writing! Has your
sportswriter ever heard of "baldball", our national sport? The
man who beats his head on the
wall longest wins, men with no
hair only elegible. Players are
hard to, find, can you send us
anyone? This Tom Collins, your
national drink, no? My daughter says she can make one easily.
This "Not That it Matters", Vof
is? A filler, no? Vy don't you
put instead annoder advertisement? Oscar too , you should
. put annoder advertisement, or a
bigger picture of the Man of
Bow, tie and mustache—is so
pretty! Vot Mamma and I vants
to know is, our son. began at
Clemson this year, will he graduate too soon to get a' 48 Taps?
Yours,
Name Withheld
We appreciate Mr. Withheld's
constructive criticism. We'll see
what can be done towards running, nothing but advertisements
and pictures of the bowtie and
mustache man in this paper.
This isn't, the first request that
we do so. Reynolds has heard
of "Baldball" and has just the
man your looking for. Your son
will not get a 48 Taps. Incidentally, why don't you tear off
the top. of your house and send
in with ten cents for your copy
of "Basic English Made Easy"?
I see you already have your copy
of "Clemson English Made
Easy."
Lines (Written Above Tintern
Abbey) or Scribblings (Third
Booth Down at Joe's Beer Parlor.

'I'm A Wheel!
I belong to "Y" cabinet,
To a meeting I went,
And some money we spent—
On refreshments for the
next meeting.
I belong to the Brotherhood,
To a meeting I went.
Three hours we discussed a
number.
For the money we had spent
—on a telephone.
I belong to the Key.
It's easy to see.
I only joined,
For another Key.
I belong to a frat.
To a party I went.
Between drinks we sat,
And sat and sat and sat.
(Boy! What form!)
I'm in the C.F.S.
Where intellect abounds,
We talk and talk and talk,
While Landrith sits and
pounds.
I belong to S. and Blade,
Twice a year we meet,
And buy a Decca record
Dance while you eat.
I belong to Country Club
To a meeting I went,
We split, up 'the money
We told the members we'd
spent.
I belong to'C.DA.
And here we all agree,
Let the Tiger pay the loses
On our last big spree.
I worked on J. O.'s Taps
He said, "My friend I fear,
We're running out of money
With which to buy our
, beer."''
I also go to classes,
I met one, by the way,
But I'm a wheel
And haven't time
To meet one every day.

'pwm Ot6en, @oUeye ^<%f&
By BILL BERRY

Paying alimony is like taxaWant ads aren't exactly in our
line, but this one needs immetion without representation.
Congratulations to Rolhe and
Fla. Alligator diate attention.
Jane Hanna of Unit 307 ,on the
WANTED: Man with peg leg
arrival of a son.
to
mash potatoes, PDQ—Apply
t
"Why does Geraldine let all
Lindsay, college mess hall.
the
boys
kiss
her?"
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Robinson
and their sons of Savannlh, Ga.,
"She once slapped a guy who
Kadiah, the Eskimo, was sitwere recent guests of David and was chewing tobacco." ,
ting on a cake of ice telling a story.
Mary Mangan of Unit 229. Also
Fla. Alligator He finished and got up." "My
Mary's mother, Mrs. Morris, and
Gee, those 'people down in tale is told," said he. — Coker
brother, Frank Morris, of Olar, Florida are really funny (?) Must "Periscope."
S. C.
be the sun!
Brrrrrr!

Hank: "My chemistry prof just
hanged himself."
Dick: "Did you cut him down?" '
Hank: "Oh, no, he wasn't dead
yet."—Buffalo Bee.
We could say something at this
point, but a few of us haven't
finished chemistry.
Finally, like the wrestler said
as his opponent bent him double,
"My end draws near."
The Johnsonian

HERE 15 OSCAR

lore Advice Given
bung College Man

I

(Continued from last week,)
If ' you aspire'' to management
and have the quality of leadership
you should devote much of your
time to the study of economics,
for no one can successfully manage and pre mote an ' enterprise
without a thorough knowledge of
this subject, which deals not alone
with problems of production but
also with those distribution anc
finance. We can often produce
something which the public wants
but if we lack the knowledge of
how to finance, and distribute it
we are doomed to failure.. Management at the top level has to
supervise both 'production and distribution.'
Breadth of, knowledge is most
important to qualify for top management. You should become acquainted with the manner ir
which all the many .and varied
elements in industry fit together
to forma working unit.

will have learned nothing, as your
listeners will keep quite. Following this to the end point you might
even gain the reputation of being
a know-it-all and thus cut yourself off from much important
knowledge.
Help those around you all you
can. Every bit of help .you give
others will come back to you tenfold. You must have a sense of
responsibility to your fellow man
^s well as for your own wellbeing.
Don't fail to show your appreciation for favors and little courtesies shown you—it pays dividends. Its so easy to take things
for granted, which always offends.
As suggested, you will find your
level sooner or later, and when
you reach this level your progress
upward will stop. Your aim should
be to keep yourself mentally and
physically fit and in trim so as to
To earn money legitimately you go as far as you possible can.
must produce someting others are
I stated at the outset that I was
willing to buy. This is just af
attempting
to give you a longtrue in the case of a person whe
works with his head as it is for range program. But even if my
one who works with his hands suggestions were perfect and you
Quality and volume of production were to follow them' completely
you still may be certain that you
determine the wage.
If you arc not appreciated by will have lots of perplexing probyour employer as much as yoj; Vms and lots of grief on your
feel you should be, go off where life's journey.
The reason for this is that you
you can be alone and frankly
. check up yourself. There is some are bound to make errors; also
reason why you are not getting that you will be dealing with hundreds of human beings, each havalong. What is it?'
Are you mentally capable of ad- ing his own personal equation,
each having a diffeernt level—
vancement? -Is your knowledge
some
being honest and honorable,
both broad and detailed? Do you
work well with others? Are you some tricky or dishonest. So the
rriorally honest? Are you able best laid plans will often be
-to' assume authority and make thrown out of gear through no
fault of your own.
decisions? Are you sincere? Do
You will have personal periods
you love your.work?
• In .short, you must possess E of pro:'jerity a swell as periods
combination of virtues to reach of depression — sometimes real
the top or, in fact, to reach any trouble. But you must never lose
job. oh the way up. If you lack your determination to surmount
one or more of them your ad- all difficulties. Never let them
get you down.
vancement will be checked at
Keep out of debt if possible. If
some 'point where these special
you
must borrow, let it be from a
virtues are required.
Never forget that though you bank,, not from an individual, for
we are apt to be careless in repaymay be highly' intelligent, may be
ing
individual, loans, resulting in
highly educated, and may have
bad blood and often enmity.
accumulated a great store of
If you should fail in some unknowledge, all these valuable virdertaking, go at it again with retues will not assure your success
newed vigor. Ultimately you are
' . in-±he world unless you are able
bound to succeed. I know, beto transmit them to others in
cause, during . the 60 years in
language 'they understand and
,. which I have been earning my
make people work with you hapliving, I have had periods of great
pily. ■ You must remain very
prosperity and periods when I
human no matter how high you
went broke. If I had "thrown
get. All big men are invariably
in the sponge" at such times I
very human.
would probably be on relief today
As far as possible do your own
with a wrecked life behind me.
independent thinking. Read copEvery man at the top today has
iously and talk with,,others oh any
his ups and downs but has reand all subjects, then do your own
fused to be licked. That's why
deciding. It is dangerous to set he is on ten.
up some one in your mind as ar
oracle, as he may lead you fai
If I had to pick out briefly, the
afield in moments of critical deelements which make for success
cisions. Independence of though'
X should place intelligence firs'
is.a great asset to every one.
followed closely by knowledge—
* :': *
both general and special—acquirYou will need recreation o<
ed as you progress, strict integrity
some kind to obtain a change of
modesty, sincerity, your ability t<
thought, but let it be a charade?
work with those around you, inwhere you can dip in and out at
tense interest in your work which
will. Never allow your recreatioi
you must love, extreme faith in
to become a business with you your own ability, faith in youi
otherwise you. will become a slave fellow man. faith in our system, b
to it.
fre enterprise, faith in our counIf you must drink, drink like a try which has given you thgentleman. Only a fool allow: chance to live as a free man anhimself to become intoxicated prosper. And, last but not leas'
Many a brilliant career has beer strong religious faith, w h i c '
ruined through 'overindulgence.
teaches that you must do untr
1+hers as you would that the^
Be friendly with every one but should do unto you. With half the
chpose your personal friends witl vorld steeped in antbeism. or
-care, for friends can exert a great Greatest need is sound religiou
influence on your future succes. faith—faith in God to whom w
or failure. i/.-t*
may turn for help and guidance
Your close friends should be of AJone we can do nothing.
your own mental level or a higher level; never of an inferior level
Good luck, my boy; fear n<
Select those who are intelligent one; keep your chin up; rely on
ambitious, anxious to succeed your own ability and hard work
frank and reliable—men and wo- ?o that you may leave this world
men who want to lead, not follow iust a little better for your having
people who are a success.
'ived, better for those who are to
During your younger years al- follow you. Never lose faith!
ways have a number of friend:
E. B. Gallaher
who are a few year? older than
you, those somewhat more advanced in position or having more Reames Attending
ropsonsibility.
Library Conference
After you pass fifty, make as
Mr. Mitchell Reames, Reference
many friends as possible among
younger, aggressive men who have Librarian at the Clemson College
become successful—men who are Library, is attending a conference
doing things; because,^ as we grow on Education for Librarianship
old, we are more than apt to slow at the Biltmore Hotel in Atlanta,
down, take things easy, and Ga. He is representing the colespecially is this so _if we have lege and university libraries of
become prosperous. We therefore South Carolina, and is sent by the
need young active men about us South Carolina Library Associato, keep our views in line with tion.
The-meeting is sponsored by the
current thought. Keep your old
friends, of course, but remember Southeastern Library Association
that old companipns, without .am- and is partially financed by a
bition, for an old man, will quickly grant from the General Education
Board.
bring his career to an end.
The meeting started on Sunday,
Steer clear of all those who
think or talk of socialism or com-, February 29, and ends Saturday
munism.
There are many of March 6.
this kind all about us. Their
"I wouldn't vote for you if you
purpose is to wreck our free
American institutions. Your mere were St. Peter."
"If I were St. Peter, you could
association with subversive
characters could easily wreck your not vote for me, you wouldn't be
in my precinct."
life.
There have been as great souls
Do not be overbearing in your
conversation with others; you may unknown to fame as any of the
have your say all right, but you most famous.

PLATTER

By J. W. Bradfield

CHATTIER

A Challenge to Clemson Faculty! ...To those who impale the
Freshmen on a cross.-'of letters, I challenge you to prove yourselves
their better! In poetry, that is; we will enlarge our staff if necessary,
to accommodate your entries. All contributions should be addressed
to P. O. Box 502.

f

i»eie *ney are Clemson students. Frank Ix, L. B. Smith, and Dave * «(.■« were among me oscars
until the last issue of The Tiger. Since it's open s sason on such varmints, these characters are at
the mercy of the noted body of agitated indiviclua s that were talked about and exposed to the eyes
of the world via the oscar column.

BETWEEN
THE
BOOK-ENDS

that he (Oscar) along with giving dirt oil 'people would like fc
initiate a new policy.
0"CAR

SAYS

that he will present an orchir
(figuratively) a week to someone
he (oscar) thinks deserves it.
,—oSC» "f« YS

that this week he awards ai
orchid to the Thornhill brothers
They are trying to get the schoo
back to-old Clemson. And non>
of the leadership organizatiom
recognize them.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that they (leadership org) dr
recognize Landriths contribution.
Must be a clique. Who does
Landrith know??
that he (oscar) knows a lot of
boys formerly at Ciemson, wi..
only passed 11 credits. They an
home now. Lytle don't you fee;
bad??
-OSCAR SAYS-

that he (oscar) had a big timf
at Winthrop_ dance last weekend.

By Dave Spiner
IT'S ALL IN THE FAMILY—
Margaret Millar.
so did Webb's date.,-Jackie. WhoThe action takes place in a
!o,#ou bring them up for—surely- middle western town, and cemers
lot for yourself?
about the family life of two
OSCAR SAYS
that Jack Lyles spends many daughters, Priscella, twelve, and
Becky, seven. Priscella is a preours at the cafe. What for Jack?
cocious
child who writes poetry;
OSCAR SAYS
that Lytlc's new order about father is an alderman; mother, a
keeping only one suit of clothes sentimentalist. The book is naturwill hurt Cromwell and his zoot- ally written and full of humor.
Miss Millar shows deep insight
soot-croo. Good!
into the functioning of a young
OSCAR SAYS
that its too bad that order can't girl's mind and home life.
be..enforced for the vet zoo-soot- OUR OWN BAEDEKER Edited by
Eugent Kinkead and Russell Ma;roo also.
OSCAR SAYS
loney.
that J. I. Howell has gone hog . A condensation of the clever,
wild . over a certain little ditty yet instructive, articles from the
fyom Tennessee that was down sophisticated New Yorker. The
fqr the Mid-Winters dance. Won- articles combine to give a rather
der what she sees in him?
light type of travelogue. InterOSCAR SAYS
spersed among the more frivilous
that Shook looked like Elliot and spicy bits of information,
Lawrence was playing for Shook. there can also be found a few
Is he your boy, Shook? And more scholarly facts. Hardly the
whose boy are you?—not Sue's, i kind of book to take along as a
not Corker's.
j guide, but it serves its purpose
-OSCAR SAYSthat visiting j?irls shouldn't' use as clever entertainment.

-OSCAR SAYSso did others—but they don't fire escapes, should they'." Gome
now, Clanton, tell' them Jhey
remember it.
shouldn't.
OSCAR SAYS
nqCAR SAYSthat he (oscar), hated to see
that he (oscar) wonders who
Mary Faye and Don break up.
will be unfortunate enough to re-OSCAR SAYSthat he (oscar) saw half of place irreplaceable Jack Ree^Lo.Ei,
Clemson at the Winthrop formal. the reg't staff.
"Quillie" . Hand was struting his
that he (oscar) knew the sr.
stuff with the President's daugholatoon
didn't have the fortitude
ter. He (oscar) wonders wher
o carry out its conviction. Doth
this started.
colonels are still in charge (mean_t^,<if-!£ -» t»*.vr
~w ,
that he (oscar) will miss Chea- ing Crosby and Lytle).
—
OSCAR SAYS—:
[to .
^am but Klettner has already
that Suggs should know t tbat
taken his place, Keys, CDA and
Doc Taylor is too old to leirihis
all.
(Suggs) childish tricks influence
-OSCAR SAYSthat the goats should have eat- him. Maybe he (Suggs) ,:.will
en the bottles also. Will they by learn that talk doesn't necefearwith us next semester? Ti'is is tht ily mean intelligence.
. —
ocr~AR P5AVO
question.
that Casonova Kelly is back
that the biddies had a big party and is making weekly pilgrimtoo. And at Thornhills house-— ages to, the capital. Are you havnd he heads the senior council. ing a good time? Do be careful.
-OSCAR SAYS-

OS--;AR SAYS'

that Len (Scoop) Reynolds of
that former scoop Reynolds
vould head the architectural de- the Tiger staff is one of the bigpartment if he was half the wheel gest operators around—the silent
type.
\e thought he was.
OSCAR

SAYS

that Peebles and his cohorts arc
that Pitts Seay ,isn't invulnerble. He may be e: • rosed soon. half stiff already thinking about
\. word to the wise is sufficient. what a wonderful time will be
had by all after their identity is
Hi of he (oscar) wonders why is released. He (oscar) hopes'to
Wallace resigned. He probably be there.
'ould have turned out like Mor-OSCAR SAYS.
that he (oscar) thinks that
is had he stayed on.
osr-'c- <-«v«
Thornhill and Klettner will have
that Moore should go too.
some competition as soon as
-OSCA? f»YPLandrith gets all of his clubs
that he sees R. G. Black back organized and can get keys for
\ school. Wonder what he'll do each one of them.
his time—ditto Chappell—Peewee too, for that matter.

muel O. Tomilson, vqcaticpg Bpricultural education senoiWrPn Olatita, has been elected as the outstanding senior of
.the Agricultural Edu.'"*ti:," ^~parlmejrt by secret ballot of the
junior^ .and, seniors of the de'/part^nt.
T^e flection, held Wednesday,
camc^about as a request of the
Agrarian,
agricultural student
publication, in, an all-out effort to
feature outstanding seniors from
ey.cti'yfi.deparjtment cf the School
of Agriculture by the magazine.
Xprnjlson has proved himself an
outstanding student, both scholastically and in extra-curricular
activities. He is president of the
Alpha Tau A^pha, honorary vocational ' agricultural fraternity
and is also a member of the Future Farmers of America ■ at
Clemson.
C. C. Carter, V. A. E. senior
from Leo, and C. E. Lowdcr, V.
A. E. senior from Turbsville, tied
for second place.
Tradition is not a formula. 11
is the tribute which every true
artist pays to (he great men who
have gone before him.
—Royal Cortissoz
Wedding: a funeral where you
smell your own flowers.

-A" '"ftve-

By Dave Spiner
Jo Stafford, the Capitol Record
ballard style artist whose rich, Star gazers
full-bodied voice and individual
vocal technique made her a headliner after a brief period of singing on the air, has a personality
that takes to music like a duck to
w?ter.
Because of it, she is now the
most successful, popular, aod
warmly liked
inger to have
ecently ' enter- si
he tco ranks in
h e entertaininent world. Afer one short
'ear of singing;
to John Q. Public, Jo has become
Dinah
JO STAFFORD S h o r e's closest
rival for the first place in the nation's vocalists.
Jo was a former member of the
Pied Pipers, the vocal group
known for its works with Dorsey.
When Jo left the Pipers to branch
• •- - -■
out on her own as a solo vocalist.
she did several engagements witr
the Dorsey band and it wa
through this association, that .she
sang with Frank Sinatra, who beraml one of her close-, friends and
biggest boosters.
.favoring the ballard type o*.
song to which she can set her particular brand of singing, Jo's technique consists in subtle phrasing
and accent on lyrics. Strictly a
straight singer. Jo avoids any histrionics while putting over a song,
never indulges in gestures or trick
mannerism, but works on the
principle that song exploitation is
at its best when the music and
words can come across to the
audience directly and sincerely.
Accordingly, Jo sells her music
on the strength of vocal musicianship—a musical theory which
proved itself when she became a
wild-fire favorite on the air and
records before she was ever seen
by her audience.
Jo attributes a major part of
her success to the encouragement
she received from Johnny Mercer.
Mercer came to hear the Pied Pi•pers when they sang at the Palladium in Los Angeles, stood in
front of the bandstand with the
youngsters and rooted for them,
and was the first to sign them up
for records. When he established
his recording company, Capitol,
he signed Jo on her first disc con1traet, and now the Stafford records sell out so fast that he has
trouble keeping the dealers sup1
plied with both old and new releases.

SHOULD THOUGHT E'ER TURN TO WING
say, and I'm sure yeht konETAOIN SHRDLU BMBM3M
Star gazers say, and I'm sure they know,
That the moon is made of ice and show;
And perhaps 'tis true that lunar rays
Are only echoes from the Sun ablaze.
But the ocean knows, and so do I,
That those who walk 'neath moonlit sky
Are swept along by a restless urge
And governed by the silver surge.
I stand and long for magic ways
To travel up those slanting rays
And stroll among the shining glades
Tbat lend their light to earthly shades.
So look for me along the beach,
Athirst for things I cannot reach;
And, should the thought e'er turn to wing,
Look for me where moonmaids sing.
COULD BE!
'Tis rumored here, and could be true,
That out in far-off Xanadu,
Old Kubla Khan in new decree .
Hath formed a palace fair to see
Built of the broken window plate
The boys have smashed in Barracks Eight.
THE MUSE Now, if a hoss fly were a cow,
And, if a flea were a dog,
And if the King-of Somehow
Had made a gnat into a hog, - ■
The world would be a little screwy;
A.bit too cowey, somewhat sowey,
And, more'than that, too darned b'ow-wowey.
FURTHER MUSE
And, if a cow were a hoss fly,
What teensy weensy hands
We'd have to have, You and I.

... Bradfield
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BOXERS COMING
TO TOURNAMENT
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WIN A GOLD AND SILVER

BENDIX

automatic

Washer

Or a Complete Bendix Automatic Home Laundry!,

Big Prizes! Good chances to Win!
You may be the lucky winner of the complete Bendix Home, laundry — the washer, dryer and ironer that do all your washday work
automatically. Or you may won this gleaming gold and silver replica
of the famed millionth Bendix. Sodon'twait—enter this easy contest
today! * "^

. that Gage is piling up demerits
•*nd he (oscar) would hate to s°e
'rim have to move in the barracks.
that Siokos' girl had many
wolves around her at Mid-Winders. Other people made more
time with her than you did, Zeke,

Easy! Fun! Profitable!

Grazing Tour Receives
Favorable Publicity
A two-day grazing tour conducted in this state in mid-Janu?>rv has received much favorable
publicity, according to H. A.
Woodle. leader of Clemson Agronomy Extension Work. The tour
was conducted in cooperation
with the National Plant Food Research Committee, and a total of
105 visitors from 12 states were
in the 'group.
In snite' of extremely cold, unfavorable wea+ho^ the rTrn'-Ti ^f
specialists visited
outstanding
winter grazing demonstrations in
Bamberg, Orangeburg, Richland,
Newberry, Laurens, Anderson and
Chester- counties.
"We believe this favorable publicity will do much to help - in
lur campaign for more and better winter grazing in this state,"
Mr. Woodle commented. •

POETS7 CORNER

n "m

CONTEST CLOSs-S MARCH 31!
T. Stop by for an official entry blank, complete with" hints on How ta
win these exciting prizes. All entries must be on official entry
blanks.
2. Just complete this sentence in50 words or less:,MY CHOICE ON
WASHDAY IS A BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHER BECAUSE

i

3. Send your entry in time^to be postmarked on, or before midnight
March 31, 1948.

Dentyne Chewing Gum!

Frizes will be awarded by Southern Appliances, inc., Bendix distributor for North and South Carolina. Contest will be judged on basis of
sincerity, originality and aptness of thought. In case of tie, duplicate
prizes will be awarded.

Don't Delay! You May Be One of the Lucky Winners!
Too good to miss -^that's the way I react to
Dentyne Chewing Gum's grand flavor! And let
me point out another fine thing about Dentyne
-it helps keep your teeth white."
Dentyne Gum — Made Only By Adams

Clemson Appliance Shop
PHONE 4431

CLEMSON, S. C

IPOAY Supports Intra-Mura
f G hte Members Of Winning Inframura
Sporfs Teams 1
anting Banquets

mso

Russ Cohen Directs Sprite Practice On Pdcjg's Field

Sponsor Cage Tourney
IPOAY will present, in cooperation with the local YMCA,
awards to the intramural' champions in all sports here at Clemson. This is one of the many pronosed projects the Tiger student
group of athletic supporters' intends to carry out in the coming
months.
According to organization head,
Steve Ivey, a banquet will be held
after the softball championship is
determined around' the 20th of
May. At this time a noted sports
editor will address the group
Which will include all the members of winning teams for the
various sports. Many noted guests
will'be present.
'An immediate project for the
young organization will be the
intramural cage tourney finals
that, will be held Tuesday night.
All members of Ipoay that have
their identification cards that were
issued last Monday night will be
admitted to the finals free while
those students that do not possess
a Ipoay card will be charged a
slight fee to witness some topflight basketball contests. Games
.will be held on both courts in
the college field house all nights
that the tourney will run, with
the exception of the finals which
will be held in the large gymn.
'Money collected will be used to
purchase gold basketballs to be
presented to the winning teams
and aid in defraying expenses
trial the group will face when
they try to put on the banquet
to highlight the season's activity.
As the teams go into the tournament, Fred Shook's 7th Barracks
cagers are the seeded outfit in the
vets Tun-off. However close competition is expected from several
other teams. E Company's cagers
pace the entrees from the ROTC
outfits but they will find the going tough before they get by
Company D and Company K.
Both, teams sport startling averages.
According to Ivey, Ipoay can be
just as strong as the .students,
themselves make it.. He stated
further that'the veterans had not
responded as favorably as the
cadets but that he expected the
ex-servicemen to organize in the
very near future.

©liars i

h Terriers There
the" arrival of warm
weather. Coach Bob Jones' Golf
team may be seen any afternoon
on .the . Boscobel. Golf . Course regaining their old form which has
; been resting throughout the winter. The new team will be built
| around Bobby Chapman and D.
:
C. Mcl.ntyre who, are returning
from, last year's, squad. . Also i'*r
the new ranks is a very promising
freshman, Billy Delk of Green-'
ville.
This year's edition of the Tiger
golf team will miss the .services
of.-former- members Chip Clark
and Lee Pickens who spirited the
team to win the State: Tourna'ment last year. Although these
boys have left Tigertown the
.team has high hopes of a successful season.
The golfers have a ten match
regular schedule but will also attend the State Tournament at
Spartanburg on May 4, 5, and 6.
The call for tryouts was heeded by about twenty-five boys and
the first qualification round was
held last Friday at Boscobel.
Bobby Chapman, Pre-Med Junior
from Inman led the day's scoring
with a low of 74 which is two
over par for the Boscobel course.
He was followed closely by Billy
Delk, Textile Manufacturing
freshman from Greenville and
Stanford Holliday, Textile Manufacturing Junior of Spartanburg,
both of whom had a 76 for their
rounds. The last two of the top
five were.J. E. Kootman, Textile
Engineering Junior from Spartanburg and D. C. Mclntyre, Textile Manufacturing Junior of
Marion with, a 77 apiece.
Schedule:
Mar. 15 Wofford at Spartanburg
24 Wofford at Clemson
Apr. 9 Carolina at Clemson
Furman at Greenville
20 P. C. at Clinton
22 Furman at Clemson
23 P. „C. at Clemson
May 4, 5, 6, State Tourney at
Spartanburg
,, . 14 Carolina at Columbia
15 Citadel at Charleston
Pi3K%f%#ti»S Clemson.. .

South Carolina's Reading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAKON COMPANY
Greenville; R Q

I
ARE YOU
UNAWARE..OF UNDERWEAR"}

you re
—dying on the inside

(from

creeping shorts with a cruel center
seam) you're not aware of the
wonders of Arrow underw
Switch to Arrow shorts and relax.
Arrow shorts (with the patented
seamless crotch) come in a variety
of'styles with either gripper fasteners or buttons and are Sanforized labeled, guaranteeing less than
1% shrinkage. $1.25, 81.50, and
81.75.

»h

UNDERWEAR
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W SHIRTS and TIES
HANDKERCHIEFS

SPORTS

Bengal Boxers Take
Stats Championship

♦■v..

"SCOOP" REYNOLDS
YcvS, there will be a team-of Clemson Tigeias down at the
Southern Conference Boxing Tournament. However, it
will not be the same squad off Bengal leather pushers- that
opened the fight season against the Bulldogs, of Georgia.
There wilLbe several new. faces in the Clemsjjh lineup that
will face the best (hat the' conference can off erf Such Tiger
notables as Rusiy Donkle, Archie Buuger, and in all probability. Johnny Lin-dsey and Tom Solisbury will not be on
deck. Lindsey suffered a mean cut in Friday night's encounter at Carolina that may eliminate him from further
conference competition. Coach Jones was forced to forfeit
in the heavyweight division because the Clemson heavy, Big
Tom Salisbury had not fully recovered from injuries sustained at Maryland several weeks ago; however it is hoped
that Uie Summerville fighter will be ready to don the gloves
come time to go at Columbia.
Orr Hurt In First Bout
Hard luck dealt Coach Bob Jones and his Tiger pugs a
staggering blow in the first fight of the season when the
Conference lightweight champion, Clemson's Jerry Orr, was
lost for the season with a cracked thumb suffered in the second round of his fight with the Georgia lightweight. The
Ash.eville sophomore has never lost a fight in collegiate competition and is well remembered by conference officials for
his lightning rights and powerful lefts that captured the Conference crown last year at Maryland.
Orr has been working out for the past week, and Coach
Jones expressed hope that the Bengal puncher will be ready
to go to Columbia with, the squad.

Tailback Bobby Gage, onCof the brightest stars of the '47 eleven, boots 'em during a practice session getting ready for the>:intra-squad game March 13, while Georgetown's Jack Miller does some
fine blocking. Miller and?;<3age were consistent g round gainers for Coach Howard's Bengals last
season. Both will be available for the starting a ill come fall.

Bengal Track And field Hen Prepare To
Open Season; P. C. To Be Here April 3rd

When Coach A. W; Norman
takes his Tiger tracksters down
to the cinder paths for tlfe first
dual meet of the season, many
faces from last year's outfit wilt
greet the fans.
Such stars as
Spook Pulkinen, popular distance
man, Jerry Brown, pole' vaulter
from Walhalla, Hootchie Morgan
and Jimmy Whitmire, Tiger dashmen, and broad-jumper Bobby
Williams of Spartanburg will be
noticed among the meet intrants.
However many new faces -will
adorn the lineup.
According to the track mentor,
Pulkinen Displays Rare Form
the squad aspirants are gohag
Carl "Spook" Pulkinen, Conference champion in the 135 through limbering exercises a$d_
pound category, has been the brightest ray of sunshine for making ah effort to get their Ifgs
in condition for the rough work
the Bengal boxers all season. Spook has taken all his oppo- ahead.
nents except one which ended in a draw. The Charleston
In dual meets each team cam
battler will be carrying.a major share of Clemson's hopes enter three contestants but in the
state meet team members must
for the Conference championship.
qualify for each position. Order
Dave Coakley Is Freshman Sensation
of events in dual meets are as
When one goes out on a limb and tries to cite outstand- follows: 1 mile run, 440 yd. dash,
ing feats in the ring, they think of the fine way that Dake 1 Of) yard daeh, 120 high hurdles,
yard run, 220 yard • dash, 2
Coakley, bantamweight pugilist from Washington, D. C., 880
mile run, 220 hurdles, and the 4
has been winning decisions from all his opponents this sea- man relay. Field events run as
son. This consistent winner will be shooting for tlje Con- follows: high jump, pole vault,
shot-'put, discus, broad jump, and
ference crown in his weight class. Coakley hasaoeome javelin.
through the season with less injuries than any other 'member Pitlfcinen Back
of the fight squad and will be trying to rap out decisions over .Back from last year's outfit
Conference opponents down in the "capital city" anel wrap thait-itook second place in the Palmetto state meet, is Carl Pulkiup the title anchtb.e championship for the Jaattlin' BerigaJs.
nen. Pulkinen participates in the
880; and the mile run. Also out
Donkle Out For the Season
for the mile event are Bob Rayle,
Rusty Donkle will be long remembered as one of the George Boyd, Archie Barker, J.
D, Churchill, Joe Hard wick, E. B.
gamest fighters in Clemson's boxing annals. Fans -will re- Hammond, Al Gilpen, H. E. Batcall the terrific punishment that the Greenville slugger has son, J. H. .Craig, J. D. Chastain,
taken in the ring but they will also remember the never ceas- J. R. McLain, Charlie Langston
ing attack for which Donkle lias always been noted. The and L. F. Dixon.
the list in the 440 will
Clemson lightheavy won his first fight in a collegiate ring beHeading
such stars of last year's cinder
when he won a clear cut decision over the Maryland light- squad as Gil Allen, Rusty Donkle,
heavy at College Park, several weeks ago. Rusty has been and Tom Coursey. Jack Talbert,
E. Edwards, R. L. McLeod, J.
out for a part of. the season with injuries. Roy Lawson lias W.
N. Todd, J. C. Fair, R. R. Dickinably filled Donkle's shoes when the Greenville fighter was son round out the list of hopefuls.
not able to answer the call.
Hootchie Morgan, Jim Whitmire, George Fachin, and Mac
Curreton lead the way in trying
Bunger Replaces Grr
for the 100 yard dash. Morgan,
After little -Jerry Orr was unable to fight after the initial Whitmire, and Fachin have not
contest of the year. Coach Jones called upon Savannah's reported but will do so at the
of spring practice.
Archie Bunger to fill the Asheville slugger's place on the completion
Mike, Kinney, W. M. Padget, R. E.
team. Bunger put up a fine showing but was unsuccessful Barker^ R. F. Wilson, and W. F.
in most of his lights in total wins but lacked nothing in game- Edwards round out the picture
ness. After the Maryland fight the fighting Georgian was in the century sprint.
Much . is expected of Jules
not allowed to enter the ring due to injuries sustained in pre- Townsend, freshman cage |tar
vious encounters. Joe Hardwick, intramural boxing champ from Orlando, who was also an
from Rock Hill, fought in Hunger's place when* the Tigers outstanding track stalwart in Florida high school circles. In addimet the Gamecocks in Columbia last Friday night. The wel- tion to Townsend in the 120 high
terweight hustler fought a game fight but could not compete hurdles there will be Giles Lewis,/
Jack Lowe, Jack Doffort, Gaston
with the experience of his Carolina opponent.
J. E. Williams, and P. F.
From Old Hickory, Tennessee, comes one of the fight- Gage,
Garrison.
en's.^ fighters on the Bengal ring squad in the person of Ariel
Besides Pulkinen in the 880
Warrick. The Tennessee leather pusher has had mediocre yard run, Hank Chambers, Charsuccess in outings thus far but lost several fights that could lie Langston, J. D. Churchill, and
R. R. Russell will be vieing for a
have gone either way. One of the hardest hitters on the starting role.
(earn, the Tiger middleweight will be out for the Conference Morgan, Whitmire in 220
Tom Coursey, sophomore speedcrown in his division which boast some of the top Conferster of Charlotte, will find the
ence' battlers. Warrick will meet Dale Mathews of The competition tough in the 220
Citadel who holds the crown in that division.
yard dash. Hootchie Morgan,
Jim Whitmire, Mike Kinney, W.
M. Padgett, C. B. Sperry, and Bob
Glancing At the Footballers
Russell will all be out for the
As spring practice progresses things look rather prom- coaches call.
ising for the Bengal .attack for the coming football grind
In the two mile such stars as
Ray
Price, Bob Rayle, Jim Cornthat gets under way with, the Presbyterian Blue Hose on the
ette, and Jack Ross will get comopening Saturday of the season. From where we sit it petition Ferguson, the Ixy boys—
appears that Coach Frank Howard has the greatest array of Frank and Jerry, Brewster, Coakbackfield talent that Tigertown has seen in many a year. ley and Hudson.
At the present time only three
With point maker Bobby Gage, Carol Cox, Dick Hendley, men
are listed for the broadKay Mathews, and Jim Reynolds .to' handle the pigskin, jump; however, several more are
the opposition will have difficulty in keeping their eyes on expected to report. Bobby Wilthe ball. Cox, Gage, and Mathews Mali probably handle the liams, wingback on the Tiger
varsity, O. K. Cecil, and J. T.
bulk of the pass pitching duties but Hendley can thrpw as Hollis are the only men out.
pretty a pass as any man on the team. Hendley's big toe
Holshouser,
George
Fachin,
will be most helpful when it comes to booting those quick Graham, Brodie. and Medlin are
expected to handle the discuss
kicks which Bobby Gage handled so ably last season.
tossing job, while Cy Kivett,

«i

William And Mary
Center Takes Cage
Scoring Title

Basketeers Close Oat
Season 'Wi1
eorgia's Bu
The curtain fell hard last Saturday night in Athens on (,'lem.son's basketeers as they lost their
final game of the season to Georgia's Bulldogs. The final score
stood 81-35. Georgia got off to
a flying start in the contest and
were aiever threatened by the
Tigers who couldn';t get their
sights set on the basket.
The
Bulldogs jumped to a 13-4 lead
after four minutes of play • and
continued to push in shots from
all angles. At hari-time Georgia
lead 39-12.
High scorers for the night were
Earl Davis and Joe Jordan for
the Bulldogs with 17 and 12 respectively. Leonard Riddle, Clemson's ace, led his outfit with 10.

Chester Giermak, William and
Mary's tall center, has taken the
Southern Conference scoring
crown. The big boy from Chicago has 261 points to his ©redit
in 15 loop games. This is by far
enough to give him the point
making crown. He leads his
nearest comiOtitor, Buddy Cheek
of Davidson by 25 tallies. The
Wildcat center has racked 236
points.
Following in the third
position is Jack Gentry, sharpshooting guard of Wake Forest. the pride of the Tigers. Riddle has
This lad has a total of 215. He is 208.
just 8 ahead of.Leonard Riddle,
All of these men with the exception of Gentry have been
Chuck Chauker,- Russell and Med- among the leaders all season. The.
lin will hurle the Javelin.
Deacon player has just recently
Jules Townsend, Jack Doffort, put on a scoring spree. During
Giles Lewis, and D. H. Ellis are the last few games of the year he
counted upon to run the 220 low was averaging some 20 points per
hurdles.
game.

'MS

.

South Carolina's 1948 inter*
collegiate Boxing Title has been
annexed by the fighting Tigers
from Clemson College. The Bengal Boxers have racked up more
fight points than any other outfit in inter-state bouts. In a very
close race and wilh a total of 8 1-2
points the Tigers edge The Citadel
mittmen by cne half of a point.
Citadel is followed just as closely
by the ' fighters from Carolina.
The Birds ha^e 7 1-2 tallies to
their credit in inter-state ; dual
meets.
Clemson came through the regular season with one win and one
draw. The fighte ~s from the upstate ""-defeated The Citadel 4 1-2
to 3 1-2 and. drew
with■■. South
v
Carolina -'-4. Citadel's records
show one victory over Carolina ■
along with their loss to the Tigers.
Carolina's boxers didn't win a
match but piled up 7 1-2 tallies
by losing to Citadel and 4 1-2 to
3 1-2 and tying Clemson.
The State Champs will enter
the Southern. Conference Tourney
tomorrow in Columbia.
Coach
Bob Jones has announced that he
will send his two last year's
chamnins, Carl Pulkinen and Jerry Orr back again to, win. new
titles. Both men have moved up
to new fight divisions. Orr will
box in the lightweight class while
"Spook" Pulkinen will attempt to
capture the junior welterweight
Crown.
Jones will send' six other men
into the tourney in an attempt to
win the Conference Title. The
Bengals placed second last year
in the tournament held at College
Pard, Md.
A list of the Clemson entries:
125-lb.., Johnnie Lindsay-, of
Omega, Ga.
130-lb., Dave, Coakley of Washington, D. C.
135-lb., Jerry Orr of Asheville,
N. C,
145-lb., Carl Puliken of Charleston.
155-lb,, Ariel Warrick of Old
Hickory, Tenn.
165-lb., Ray Lawson of Union.
175-lb., Rusty Donkle of Greenville.
Over 175-lb., Tom Salisbury-of
Summerville.

many operators
need NEXT YEAR
This is but one of the many questions telephone
men are called upon to answer.
Part of their v, .;rk has always been to anticipate
demands for personnel ... to determine what
additional equipment must be provided, what new
construction will be necessary to handle the constantly increasing demands for service.
Careful planning in every phase of telephone1
work requires the services of many qualified men.
For them, this growing business offers the opportunity for active, interesting careers.
There's a future in telephony.

BEU TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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iger Tankers Annex State Swimming Crown

Carolina Places Second; Furman Third
footballers Enter 4th
Hank Walker Leads In
Week Grid Training Clemson's Rifle Team Scoring In Tank Win
Clemson's football outfit is hard
at work in its fourth week of Outshoots Georgia U.
Clemson's fancy diving, fast
spring training. For the past 26

Sportfacts

in

days the pigskin squad has been
whipping itself into shape in preparation for the intra-squad game
to be played March 13th in
Memorial Stadium. This tilt will
round out gridiron activities in
Tigertown until September 1st
when the Berigals will initiate
preparations for the fall campaign.
Coach Howard has spent the
past several weeks drilling his
squad mainly in offense. This
may be an indication that the
Tigers expect to take the gridiron
wars to their opponents all the
way conxe autumn. From the
sidelines the teams has been showing up with promise.
*
With a wealth of good linemen
on hand;and a fine array of backs,
Howard has been pushing his
boys steadily in order to come up
with the best possible combination. He has some bumper material on hand in the personage
of Bobby Gage, Dick Hendley,
Ray Matthews, "Chick" Gainer,
and Carol Cox. All of these men
are returnees of last year's eleven
and are being groomed to spark
the Bengals in the fall.
Other men who have been kicking their heels in hopes of catching the coaches' eyes are Jackie
Calvert, last year's freshman sensation, Bobby Williams, Jim Reynolds, Jim Whitmire, Bob Hudson and Phil Prince. These boys
are all veterans of inter-collegiate
football wars and are welcome
candidates to the Tiger lair.

Focus
By Tommy Cotten

THEY CALL IT GOLF '
■ Some five hundred and fifty years ago (around 1100 A.
D.) the people of Holland in search of a game that would
give relaxation along with exercise, came up with a new idea
and a set of rules. Little did they realize at that time that
their idea would grow and develop through the centuries
into one of the most widely played sports in the world. At
that time they' called their newly instituted sport "kolf".
"Kolf" was the Dutch word for club. This game became
the forerunner of the great sport we call golf today. The
only real difference between that game and ours is that kolf
was played on ice while we play golf OH links or courses.
As time progressed the Dutch tired of their new sport
and it was isolated by the Scots, with whom we usually asso- j
ciate the name golf. Scotland did much for the game and
it soon became the most: popular pastime of that country.
In fact, it became too popular. In 1157 the Scottish parliament was compelled to enact laws in order to curh its being
played. It seems thai the golfers had crowded the countrysides to such an extent that there was no room left for the
piacticc of Archery which was the prime means of defense
the Scots, had against their enemies. The game was outlawed for some lime, but its practice was continued on the
sly for a number of years despite the fact that severe punishHank Walker, top free-style swimmer in the Palm etto state, does his fancy backstroke that has won
him fame in recent weeks. The illustrious Tige r was high scorer in the state swimming meet at
ment layiiiv store for all persons caught.
Columbia last Saturday as the Clemsbn Tigers walked away with the state crown. The swimmers
In the middle of the Kith century golf came back to Scotwill be at the University of Florida Friday and at Pensacola Saturday for important events.
land in a highway. The Golf Prohibition was repealed and
the entire country took it up hearf and soul. Clubs were
formed for the first time and general rules, laws and specifications were laid down for the game's play. The nation
With the close of the 1947-48
became golf-minded and it was thus that golf was introduced
June Pruitt, sharpshooting for- state basketball season this week
formally to the world.
ward, for Coach Banks, McFad- South Carolina's Gamecocks anThe English, in an eager attempt to keep up with their
Even though the varsity cagers
den's
basketeers, wa,s named cap- nexed their second straight state
neighhors to the North, adopted the rules of the Scots and have laid away their uniforms 29th of March when that phase
tain
of
Clemson's '48 hardwood- cage title. The Birds from Cofor
the
year,
there
is
still
plenty
of the "Y" athletic program will
commenced to play the new sport. The socially-minded
of action on the hardwood in the get underway. Softball,' which el's. The Greer junior, who has lumbia came through their state
English soon contracted golf fever tod and became deeply College field house. Since Monday aroused intense interest last
been tabbed for all-state honors schedule with but one setback.
interested in it as a pastime. They continued as Scotland night the intramural cage tourney spring, should stimulate even for three • consecutive years, will
This was at the hands of Furdid to build the sport by forming clubs and building links has been going strong here at the more this year. With spring just succeed (team-mate Frank Gil- man's Hurricane late in the seaTiger's
lair.
The
teams
that
are
around the corner the boys that lespie.
until by the turn of the 18th century England had the disentered have been flaying sched- will participate will soon begirt; &
All' of 'this year's cagers have son. They won the championship
tinction of being the leading golfing nation in the world. uled games for the last six weeks limber up, their throwing arms
at least bnte year of eligibility re- in '47 also by a large margin.
Her ethusiasm and keen interest in the promotion of the and are eager to- take the title in .and aim for the plate.
The;Citadel followed the Gamemaining, ^t; Ciemson and will form
In the softball "program ' bo¥Hr the neucleus for next years squad. cock's in the second spot while
sport~cT5ntinued unending until she had injected it info the their respective tournaments.
Both the veterans and the cadets veterans and ROTC teams will be Nine letters were presented to the
veins of sportsmen all over the world. She gave it to her have separate titles at stake. In entered
and at the season's finish Bengal cagers and the teams man- Wofford and Ciemson closed out
possessions throughout the world. Canada, Australia, In- the last game of the tourney two a .tournament; will be held to de- ager. Id ■
the third and fourth positions.
Wofford College of Spartanburg
dia and the others were exposed to it until their peoples had championship teams will be select- termine the top teams, just as in
Tearf* members receiving letters
ed; one vet and one cadet. Seven- basketball.
were June Pruitt, of Greer, Frank was tops in the department of
attained firm interests.
teen teams are entered in the conTeams can be • ehtered from
of Beckley, W. Va.; W.: all games played. The Terriers
Slowly the game was extended to the people of the world test but all but two will fall by clubs, barracks, and in the case Gillespie
A.' Ho'lshbuser''of Erwin, Tenn.; were good enough for the second
until in the middle of the 19th century, in the 1850's, golf the wayside via the elimination of ROTC'students by 'thVur com- All-Stater Leonard Riddle of
panies. However if a cadet wishes Greenville, Harold Jordan of straight year to take the Little
tanic to America. Its development and growth here was route.
to
play with a club team that has o;eo ajBga^ aaSeuej\[ "/CH 'oaoq Five crown which they captured
Going
into
the
tourney,
the
7th
stalemated from the 50's until 1890. The Civil War and its
Barracks quintet will be the fav- bot vets and cadets, the man will Brentwood, Mo., Julius Townsend last season in a close battle with
repercussions had done much, toward making the rest of the orite with an unblemished record. have to decide which team he will o'f Orlando, Fla., Dwight Bell of;
The College of Charleston. Folworld believe that it was simply not a game for Americans. John Polous, Harold Townes, play with for the entire season Navy Yard, and Jack Neel and lowing Wofford in all games playHowever, toward the latter part of the last century the game Hank Walker, Jack Miller, Luke because he will not be allowed to Wayne Keelin, both of Owens- ed were South Carolina, Erskine,
Deanheardt, and Bobby Williams play on two teams according to of Monetta rendered invaluable
finally came into its own in the U. S. Americans, once again have paced Coach Fred Shook's the program director.
service as team manager.
and The College of Charleston.
al peace with one another, began to lake interest in this new cagers to the exaulted perch on
the intramural hardwood ladder.
game which had come from Europe.
Golf here was taken to at first in dribs and drabs as it Leading the Cadets race is Company E's outfit that sports a 5-1
:
had becn in other nations, however as the years passed its record. Both of these teams will
popularity began to mount until it caught on securely in find going tough should they
the United States. By 1900 it bad won great, favor in the reach the semi-finals.
June Pruitt, newly elected capcvc« of our sportsmen and its growth continued in leaps and tain of the '48 cagers, and Frank
bounds. When 1910 rolled around its popularity was Gillespie, retiring captain of the
varsity outfit, will handle the respreading like a prairie fire. Everybody was playing it.
fereeing chores for the tourney.
became the thing to do. America had finally caught on.
These able basketeers should furMen, women, and children took to the new, interesting nish expert and unbiased officiatoutdoor sport with increasing enthusiasm until today the ing which will go a long ways in
' United States has the largest army of golfers in the world. making the program a major success.
There are ahoul 300 formed clubs and some 80,000 regular
Mr. Roy Cooper, intramural
golfers playing on courses all over the forty-eight states. prexy, announced today that as
Though Over 95 per cent of the nation's players shoot above soon as the cage program is concluded, volley ball will be in the
the hundred mark, golf has continued on the upgrade, for limelight for a two weeks period.
millionsof dollars are spent each year,on its enjoyment. It's During the middle of March unpredictable weather will postpone
.■popularity is still growing.
the softball schedule until' the
As it's been said before, it's only American to want and
to do something better. Thus it has been with golf, for the
United States has built up the finest golf system in the world.
\Ve have today some of- the most elaborate courses, the JUST ARRIVED . . .
finest clubs, and the most skilled, players. A central auihority has been set up known as the United States Golf AsWITHIN the past few months, Larry Green has
New Spring
sociation. This organization draws up rulings and laws
climbed right up with the top bands of the land!
Shipment
governing both professional and athletic play in the U. S.
If you ask Larry how he did it, he'll light up a Camel
It's work has further extended the progress of golf. Yes,
and say: "Experience is the best teacher in the band
SPORT SHIRTS
America has taken an old European game almost completely
business — and in cigarettes. I know from experience that
away from its originators and has built it into an exciting
SLACKS
sweet music suits my band, just as I learned from experimodern sport.
ence that Camels suit my T-Zone' to a T'!"
JACKETS
Odd's and Ends
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with smokers
Ben Beckley heads the only Iptay Quarterback Club of
who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice
Your Patronage is Solicited
it's kind over in Anderson, South Carolina. Bonne.- Manley
of
experience"!*
and Appreciated
is the vice-president and Duke Chamblee is secretaryireasurer of the outfit. The Anderson ciuh is the only one
of it's kind to be organized in America and meets at the
Calhoun Hotel once each month during the year, but Hieelings
are held each week during football season . . . Former Tiger
end Chip Clark is working with, the Atlanta Alumni chapter.
MCtiS SHnET
Clark, former All-State iiankman, is doing a fine job helpSENECA.S.C
ing with Iptay in the Georgia city.

Infra-Mural Champs
Be Decided Tuesday

South Carolina Wins
June Pruitt To Head
State Basketball Title
Gengal (age Quintet

And here's another great record—

-fjBBOtfS

Sharpshooters of Captain W. E.
Smith's Ciemson rifle team defeated a plucky group from across
the Savannah by a narrow margin. Friday afternoon the Georgia Bulldogs came to the "cadet's
home in the hills" expecting to
make it two in a row over the
Bengal sharpshooters. However
when the last rifle cracked out
it's final bang, the Tiger marksmen were 20 points in front of
their Georgia visitors.
Led by team captain, Bobby
Mitchum with 354 tallies, the
Tigs came from behind to eke
out the narrow victory. Georgia's
Fulton was high man for the afternoon with a total of 358 markers to lead'the field in individual
scoring.
Earlier in the season the Bulldogs tripped the Tigers with a
1729 to 1719 score on the University of Georgia range.
Friday afternoon Captain Smith
takes his Ciemson sharpshooters
to Clinton for the state shoot with
teams from The Citadel, Carolina
and Wofford besides the hosts
from Presbyterian. The season's
five high scorers for Ciemson will
represent the Bengals.
Carrol Allen, Jack Cornette,
Frank Gunby and Albert helped
make the Tig's victory over the
Georgians possible.

Ed Mawey Injured;
Unable To Enter So.
Conference Finals
Clemson's ntfittmen' were at
a great loss last Friday night
when they met Carolina due to
the fact that welterweight Ed
Maney was off of the fight
card. Maney suffered a nose
injury earlier in the year and
was advised by his physician
to quit the ring for the re
maind of the season. This
means that he will be unable
to participate in the Southern
Conference boxing tourney being held in Columbia this coming week-end.
Maney was a stellar attraction for the Bengals in the three
bouts he fought this year. His
reeord shows one win, one draw
and one defeat.

swimming Tigers annexed the
State Inter-collegiate swimming
meet last Saturday as they outdid tankmen from the University
of South Carolina and Furman in
the State Capitol. The Tigers
water-logged the rest of the field
as they splashed up a total of 77
points. U. S. C. gained the second
spot with 65 and Furman came in
with a wet 20 to take third.
In winning the tank title Ciemson took five first places, nine
seconds and one third. They
took firsts in all of the free-style
events and in the 400-yard relay.
Parker and Walker were the big
guns in the Tiger lineup as they
took first places in two events
each. Parker won the 200 and
400-yard free style events as
Walker took his two firsts in the
50 and 100-yard free style races.
Hank Walker also took top individual honors for the meet as
he ran up a total of 14 points.
Brisendine, Martin, Brown,
Moore, Weeks, Miller, Jacobs,
Converse, and Tabor also figured
in the Bengal swimming triumph.
The results:
300-yard Medlay Relay: USC;
Lamb, backstroke: McCain,
breastroke: Wright, free style,
Ciemson and Furman. Time 3:38.
200-yard Free Style: Parker
(Cl), Moore, (Cl), Upton (USC),
Cantey (USC). Time: 2:25.1.
50-yard Free Style: Walker Cl),
Converse (Cl), Tippins (USC),,
Blanken (F),. Wright (USC)..Time
24:G.
Low Diving: Boney (USC),
Brisendine (Cl), Tipping (USC),
Martin (F), Jeffords, (F).
High Diving: Boney (USC),
Brisendine (,\!1), Tipping (USC),
Hooks (F), Bauman (F).
100-yard Free Style: Walker
(Cl), Martin (Cl), Marshall, and
James (USC), tie; Drake (F).
Time: 56:4.
150-yard
Backstroke:
Lamb
(USC), Brown (Cl), Kay, (USC),
Jacobs (Cl), Rice (F). Time 1.58:2.
200-yard • Breastroke: McCain
(USC), Miller (Cl), Tabor (1),
Sims (F). Time 3.09:3.
400-yard Free Style: Parker
(Cl), Moore, (Cl), Upton (USC).
Jacobs (Cl), Cantey (USC). Time
5.27:9.
400-yard Relay: Ciemson (Converse, Weeks, M .Lin tiuu( Walker) USC, Furman. Time 4:11.2.

Seneca Cafe
A Grade-A Restaurant

CHARLIE HUGHES, Owner
On Highway 123

Seneca, S. C.

11. J. Reynolds Tobacco Compiny
Winston-Sftlcm, North Carolina

Momp^ms^^C^^il^^ e^i&r before,!
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'Talk Like A Man, Think Like Harper's Five And Dime Carries Anything
An Engineer," Says Fernow From Face Powder To Hammers And Nails

CLEMSON, S. C, THURSDAY, MARCH 4,1

CLASSIFIED ADS

AH ads must be turned
in not later than Tuesday
Shoe brushes, clothes brushes, i
toothbrushes, toothpaste, toothmorning: at nine o'clock. The
By HF.'RY F. RIVERS. JR.
face
powder,
facial Ohio University Post
-TALK LIKE A MAN AND came chief of the Mechanical En- delight in memorizing and mis- powder,
cost of ads will be twenty
THINK LIKE AX ENGINEER:" gineering Dept. at Ciemson.
take that for education. Well, it cream, shaving cream, shaving Hikes Editorial Pay
cents a line. To figure a
SAYS FEENOW.
Far from being the "old man ain't so! Education, in my opinion, soap, hand soap, laundry soap,
line, count six words to the
Athens. O.—(I. P.)—A new
For the past twenty years, of the department,"' Professor j is the ability to get information laundry bags, wash cloths, j salary scale for executives of The
line. Abbreviations and each
towels,
pots,
pans,
glasses,
plates.
!
Ciemson engineers have submit- Fernow is keenly conscious of the for ones self. A man is no better
initial count one word.
hammers, nails, world without ; Ohio University Post.' campus
ted to an idea known about the necessity of keeping abreast the than his habits!"
newspaper, on a yearly basis, as
Ads should be put in an
Engine House as The Hr.
As far as I know, no one has end, amen. It takes a QM officer was the pre-war custom, instead
most modern techniques, and it is
and
his
articulate
nomenclature
Schedule. This system might v
largely through his efforts that, j had the audacity to call Professor
envelope with money and adof
the
present
per
issue
system.
be compared to a die thrc
despite a critical lack of funds, Fernow "Benny," and I should to list the varied and assorted was recently adopted here. The
dressed to The Tiger—Atwhich mechanical engineers are the continued expansion of the like to suggest to the experimen- articles to be found in Harper's new pay scale will go into effect
tention
Royall E-. Norton, Box
forged: Professor Bernhard E
M: E. Dept; has been possible. By '. tally inclined that it might be as Five and Ten Cent Store.
in September, 1948.
Their
motto
seems
to
be,
"What
|
269,
Ciemson.
No ads will be
ward Fernow might well be liken- no means a white collar work-'-, | safe to call Professor Clarke
we ain't got, Ain't." This was I The new and old rates. are as
accepted
over
the
telephone.
ed to the drej hammer that forces he can often be seen personally "Will."
follows: editor and business manthe malleable material through directing the installation of new
B. E. has strong political feel- proved when numbers of Ciem- ager S300 each instead ol> $5 per
the process.
equipment and usually taking ings. An individualist himself. son men did their complete Christ- issue; managing editor £159 in:
mas shopping in the five and
FOR SALE—1934 Ford. E stra
Professor Fernow was born in part in the work himself. He has he opposed the New Deal. "I bedime.
Sure did save money too! stead of $2.50 per; circulation
clean, good tires, good meBrooklyn in 1882. and, graduat- contributed several ingenious in- lieve in private enterprise!" he
manager
$120
instead
of_S2
per:
Besides trying to satisfy the
' ventions that have served to sim- exclaimed. "Keep the government
chanical condition. May be
ing from Cornell University
sports editor $100 instea^f $1.33
student's
every
whim
in
the
way
:
an A. B. in 1904 and an M. E. in plify the operation of experi- out of business. The least governper; and news and copy' editors seen at Pre-fab-315.
ment, the better!" He dubber of retail goods. Harper's also S75 each instead of $1 per.
1906. he went to the Cutler-Ham- ments.
houses the growing Ciemson Co- :
mer Clutch Co. in Milwaukee.
"A man can make an A. and President Truman's civil rights cp. The Co-op was conceived at j The only raises are^lor the
Wis. where he remained until if he's not mature, he still won't program as "perhaps ethically
sports, news and copy editors
FOR SALE — Dixie Cream
sound, but by no means practical," the beginning of the '47-'48 year and they raise the annual pay
1921. becoming superintendent pass my course:''
!
to
combat
the
rising
cost
of
books
j
Doughnut and Sandwich Shop.
and
he
sees
no
future
in
hollow
ana chiCi engineer. From 1921
The story goes that Professor
and other student supplies, and in \ roll of the seven jobs to $£120.
Doing large volume business,
to 1924, he taught at Cornell, Fernow runs a separation center theorism. For the same reason
spite
of the gloomy and pessimis- i The advertising manager will showing nice net profit. Long
and after that, he went to Wor- where the unwary are weeded he also opposes federal funds for
tic forecasts advanced by its op- continue to work for a 10 per lease. Phone 1526-W, Andercester Tech. in Massachusetts for from among the engineers. There education.
position,
it has completed a high- ! cent commission on receipts from son.
The subject Professor Fernow
three more years. In September, is little exaggeration in the saylocal advertising.
ly
successful
half-year.
1927, he decided to come south ing that the mere mention of enjoys most is Power Plant EnThe Co-op sells used books for \
to Dixie, and that vear, he be- the word, '''steam." will bring an gineering, and he has rendered
students charging a small per- j
considerable
assistance
to
Mr,
unhealthy pallor to the cheeks of
centage for handling costs. This
your sagacious sophomore, and it Morse in the recent revision of method benefits both the student |
is a well-known ioke thru seniors his textbook in that field.
"What subject do you like the selling the books arid ^he man '
try to schedule Power Plants in
least.
Profesor Fernow?" I asked. who buys them. The seller is
'he summer when B. E. retires to
"Well," he replied, "I hate any relieved of the bother of trying
for his vacation. They
too
specialized details or empiri- to get rid of his books and the
A
We Appreciate Highlands
might be well advised to do so,
cal
relations,
but I can say with- buyer is able to procure.his needs
for his familiar questions are
in most cases at less than half the
the Patronage o: brief and to the point, such as, | out hesitation that I don't like to normal
cost.
teach refrigeration."
I ibles" or "verMr. Harper has just recently
Some of his more helpfu' purchased the storej from Mr.
the Gl's at
ify the psychometric chart."
:-.e time, while I was being students had previously suggested Grady Evans. Harper owns a small
Ciemson as well interviewed by Mr. Lobingier of that it was possible to put ou- chain of Five and Ten Cent Stores
the Westinghbuse Electric Corp., Fernow's inferno by placing him in this region. At present Mrs.
as all Ciemson
he asked what I made on Thermo. in a refrigeration course!
Timms handles the entire store,
Outside of the classroom Pro- but it is orobable that a man will
Afier I had replied in a very
$
small' voice, Mr. Benjamin Mar- fessor Fernow's greatest enjoy- be brought here to help her.
Residents.
tin, a graduate of Ciemson and an j ment. is his violin: he is interestMr. Harper plans, if business
employee of the company, hastily ed only in the classics, and his permits, to enlarge the present
exclaimed. "You know, that's speciality is the string quartet. At building.
We Value Your damned
Highlands, where he spends his
good under Fernow!"
Professor Fernov.- is a practical : summers, he is president of the
Business and
man, as can be seen by his in- Highlands Museum and Biologi- County Clubs May Get
sistence on a staff who have had cal Laboratory. He says he never
Attempt
:rial experience. He ..main- | listens to soap operas, but a* Full List Of Students
tains that the word "teacher" is one time, I distinctly heard him From Registrar
to Give
..-nomer. "No cne can im- carry on a lengthy discussion with
fedge," he says: "Too Dean Earle of the tendency to
With the installation of the
many boys fool themselves with make a habit of listening to therh. Intel-national Business: Machine
Values
the small amount of information It seemed to me that one of the ■punch card system.' the .Registhat they get from books; they two was more than familiar with trar's Office is nowKftJ^&^rSr; "John's Other Wife!"
nish alphabetical lists of students
by counties and states. County
and State Clubs wishing to avaj,!
Spivey Accepts Post
Seneca, S. C.
themselves of this.^'^gfjvice may
call by the basement roony,
With
College
Faculty
"Between the Banks"
Registrar's Office and make arEdward P. Spivey. who grad- rangements with Mr. Berry tc
ANDERSON, S. C.
uated from Ciemson last month obtain copies of the£.<j, roste
in horticulture, has accepted the
In the near futurejt^is. expected
position of assistant horticulturist that additional statisUcal ciata QC
with the South Carolina Experi- the current student. bp,dy will .b*
STARRING IN
ment Station at Ciemson.
available.
■
Spivey, a native of Loris, will
DAVID O. SELZNICK'S PRODUCTION
■ i
j specialize in research work on
Cayenne peppers, sesame, aro- New Card Catalogue
. DIRECTED BY ALFRED HITCHCOCK
matic tobacco and okra.
He attended Ciemson for one Installed In Library
MK^:'-^_
Miss Cornelia Graham, Ciemson librarian, announced that a
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers new card catalogue, capable of
Ciemson, 5. C.
taking care of lOO.OOfl refere'ree
Open Until ltOG A. ML
cards, has been installed in the
TIGER'S DEN
library. She expressed the hope
Opposite Post Office
that the catalogue will last for
I the .next twenty-five years.
In addition, two rooms in the
basement of the library have been
renovated; one for housing maps
[BUSINESS MACHINES
%
It, 4
of different countries of the world
OFFICE SUPPLIES
mm
-mm
given
Ciemson
by
the
War
Dej STUDENT SUPPLIES
partment, and the other to be
used as a work room for the
Oconee Office
Ciemson Archives.

WAR SURPLUS
DOUBLE DECK BEDS
$4.00
(We Have Thirfy

JOHN W. ABBOTT
500 N. 3rd St

Seneca, S.

CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

MAYF AIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.
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I've tried them
all and I like
Chesterfield the best"

Fani's Camera Shop

■
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* "THE PARADINE CASE"

BOOIFORD'S CLEANERS

MAKE LUNGHTIM
REFRESHMENT

Supply

year, 1938-39, prior to World War
II. After joining the Army, he
was assigned to the. Armored
Forces, seeing action -in North
Africa and Italy before-being discharged after five years of service.

Sales and Service
Phone 472 — Box 509
(Call us collect)
Seneca, S. C.

£!^

I smoke Chesterfield

cigarette tobacco.

cigarettes

and

CAROLINA STAGES
Operated by old Ciemson man
HAMISH TURNER
Schedules Leaving Ciemson For
Anderson
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 7:15
Greenwood and Columbia
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55

3.
4.

Newberry
P.M. 3:55
Union, Rock Hill, Charlotte
A.M. 11:04
P.M. 1:24
Greenwood
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55, 7:15

Charter Trips Contact the Home Office, Spartanburg,
S. C. or Branch Office, Anderson, S. C.
For additional information, fares and schedules, con.
tact local agent.

Plus \i
State Tax
JOTTLED UN&R AUTHOKTY OF THE COCA-COLA COflTANY IV,'
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.—ANDERSON, S. C.

.

WE HAUL EXPRESS

RFI ELD

HLWAYS MILDER IBETTER TASTING (gOOLER SMOKING
Cepyiifbi X94S, LM.OT & Mttu faiMMi Ce>

